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Interest Analysis or the Restatement Second of
Conflicts: Which is the Preferable Approach to
Resolving Choice-of-Law Problems?
David E. Seidelson*
For some time I operated under the benign assumption that in-
terest analysis1 and the "most significant relationship" test of the
Restatement Second of Conflict of Laws2 were, if not simply differ-
ent manifestations of the same concept, at least similar or comple-
mentary in approach. That assumption became increasingly more
difficult to sustain. At first, I thought that the divergence in result
occurred because some courts did not fully comprehend either ap-
proach. I still think that some courts may not fully comprehend
either approach; however, I have concluded that the two ap-
proaches are different and were intended to be different. More spe-
cifically, the Restatement Second approach was intended to be dif-
ferent from interest analysis. s That being the case, it becomes
* Lyle T. Alverson Professor of Law, George Washington University. I wish to thank
the many colleagues of mine who were gracious enough to discuss the subjects treated in
this article at a faculty colloquium.
1. See infra note 3.
2. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 145 & 188 (1969) [hereinafter RE-
STATEMENT (SECOND)].
3. See generally Reese, The Second Restatement of Conflict of Laws Revisited, 34
MERCER L. REV. 501 (1983) [hereinafter Reese] (Professor Willis L. M. Reese was Reporter
of The Second Restatement of Conflict of Laws (1969)).
A criticism made of the Restatement Second by a number of writers is that it does
not give proper emphasis to what, in their opinion, is the only - or at least the
principal - value in choice of law. This is that the court should look to the policies
underlying the potentially applicable local law rules of the state [sic] having contacts
with the case and then, according to the particular writer's point of view, apply either
the rule of the state with the greatest interest in the decision of the particular issue or
the rule of the forum if the policy sought to be effectuated by that rule would be
furthered by such application. If these writers are correct, the Restatement Second is
plainly wrong. It takes the position that this value, although important, does not
stand alone and that there are other values to be considered. This insistence that
there are a number of relevant values is a primary reason for what can be justly
termed the vagueness of some of the Restatement Second formulations. In defense, it
can be said that a balancing of values inevitably will be an uncertain process until it
is finally determined which of these values should carry the greatest weight in a given
situation. In many instances, such a time has not yet come.
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appropriate to determine which approach is preferable and why.
For me, the choice is an easy one. I prefer interest analysis." Why?
Perhaps an examination of some cases will help explain my
preference.
Id. at 518.
The Restatement Second provisions on choice of law can be described as eclectic in
nature since they rely on a variety of different theories and values. Among other
things, they place emphasis upon territory, namely, upon the state where an act or
event occurred, where a thing is located, where a person is domiciled or a resident, or
where an organization has its headquarters or place of business.
Id. at 508 (footnote omitted).
Apart from section 6, which sets forth the basic values, the remaining sections of the
Restatement Second on choice of law place emphasis on territory.
Id. at 513 (footnote omitted).
4. I retain that preference for interest analysis despite the fact that Professor Reese
has written:
Some writers would have us believe that regard for the policies underlying the rele-
vant local law rules of the concerned states should be the only value that need be
considered in choice of law.83 Such a simplistic view must be rejected.
Id. at 510-11. Footnote 83 to the above excerpt reads: "See, e.g., Seidelson, Interest Analy-
sis: The Quest for Perfection and the Frailties of Man, 19 DUQ. L. REv. 207 (1981)." Id. at
511.
On the other hand, Professors William M. Richman and William L. Reynolds have
written:
Other attempts have been made to build a theoretical model that would resolve true
conflicts. Professor Seidelson, for example, posits second and third levels of inquiry
once a true conflict has been identified. Those inquiries would determine whether a
state has a "minimal interest" in the litigation and then determine with an "en-
hanced degree of specificity" the exact impact of possible holdings.26 Such attempts
by scholars may help judges, other scholars, and students understand the difficulty of
the task before the court. Because of their complexity, however, it is doubtful
whether the practical impact of such models will be significant.
W. RICHMAN & W. REYNOLDS, UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT OF LAWS 188 (1984). Footnote 26 to
the above excert reads: "Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The Quest for Perfection and the
Frailties of Man, 19 DuQ L. REv. 207, 226-29 (1981)." Id.
I seem to stand accused of being simultaneously simplistic and unduly complex. Perhaps I
am guilty on both counts. That verdict I leave to the reader. I have never suggested that a
court confronted with a true conflict, a case in which each state has a significant interest in
the application of its own local law, should consider each state's minimal interest in the
litigation. To do that would be to generate a potentially spurious internal conflict on the
part of one or both states. See Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The Quest for Perfection and
the Frailties of Man, supra, at 225-26. I have suggested that a court confronted with a
negative standoff, a case in which neither state has a significant interest in the application
of its own local law, should consider each state's minimal interest in the litigation and how
that minimal interest would best be served. Id. Almost invariably, such an inquiry will re-
veal that each state has a minimal interest in the litigation best served by the other state's
local law. Thus, the negative standoff will be converted into a true conflict and the court will
be able to resolve the conflict by determining which state's minimal interest in the litigation
is the more significant and by applying the local law that serves that interest. Id. at 225-27.
See infra text accompanying note 85 for a discussion and demonstration of that technique.
Choice-of-Law
In Gaither v. Myers,5 defendant, domiciled in the District of Co-
lumbia, left his station wagon parked there with the keys in the
tailgate. A thief stole the vehicle. As a result of the thief's negli-
gent driving, the wagon collided with an automobile in Maryland,
some five miles from the District line. The thief, of course, fled the
scene. Plaintiff, a Maryland domiciliary, sued defendant in the
District of Columbia to recover for the personal injuries and prop-
erty damage plaintiff had sustained when his car was struck by the
station wagon.' The District had a traffic code provision that made
it illegal to leave an unattended parked vehicle without removing
the keys. The local law of the District imposed civil liability on
the neglectful parker for injuries inflicted by the negligent driving
of one who stole the vehicle.' It was that law that plaintiff as-
serted. Maryland had an identical traffic code provision.e Under
Maryland's local law, however, one who violates the provision is
not civilly liable for injuries resulting from the negligent driving of
a thief.10 Defendant argued that Maryland local law should be
applied.1
The late Judge Leventhal resolved the choice-of-law problem by
using interest analysis. The first step was to identify the reasons
underlying each state's local law. Judge Leventhal discerned two
reasons underlying the District's law: conduct regulation and af-
fording the victim a financially responsible defendant." Next he
was required to determine whether either of those underlying rea-
sons converted into a significant interest on the part of the District
in having its law applied to this case. The conduct regulating pur-
pose was aimed at deterring the conduct prohibited by the traffic
code provision."3 When a law has a conduct regulating reason, that
reason will convert into a significant interest on the part of the
state having such a law in having that law applied if: (1) the con-
5. 404 F.2d 216 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
6. Id. at 218.
7. Id. at 220. "No person driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit it to
stand unattended without first stopping the engine, locking the ignition and removing the
key .... " D.C. Traf. & Motor Veh. Regs. art. XIV, § 98 (1970).
8. Gaither v. Myers, 404 F.2d 216, 220 (D.C. Cir. 1968). See Ross v. Hartman, 139
F.2d 14 (D.C. Cir. 1943).
9. 404 F.2d at 221 & n.17 (citing MD. ANN. CODE art. 66-1/2, § 11-1101 (1957), recodi-
fled and amended at MD. TRANSP. CODE ANN. § 21-1101 (1977)).
10. 404 F.2d at 221 & n.18 (citing Liberto v. Holfeldt, 221 Md. 62, 155 A.2d 698
(1959)).
11. Id. at 220-21.
12. Id. at 222-23.
13. Id.
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duct intended to be regulated occurred within that state; or (2) the
immediate consequences of that conduct occurred within that
state; or (3) the ongoing consequences of that conduct will be felt
within that state."' Although the immediate consequences of the
defendant's conduct occurred in Maryland where the collision oc-
curred and the ongoing consequences of that conduct would be felt
in Maryland where the plaintiff was domiciled, the conduct itself
(leaving the unattended vehicle without removing the keys) had
occurred in the District. Therefore, the District had a significant
interest in the application of its liability imposing law to this case;
and so Judge Leventhal concluded.15
How about the second reason for the District's law, to provide
the victim with a financially responsible defendant; did that con-
vert into a significant interest on the part of the District in having
its law applied? My answer would be no. I would be inclined to
read that reason as one aimed at assuring that the victim of the
thief's negligent driving did not become an indigent ward of the
District. Since plaintiff was domiciled in Maryland, not the Dis-
trict, his potential indigence would not be felt in the District.
Judge Leventhal concluded otherwise. Although noting that "this
compensatory policy has the greatest relevance to cases . . when
District residents are plaintiffs," 6 he concluded, on the basis of
historical and contemporary considerations, that Maryland domi-
ciliaries too were within the class intended to be protected by the
District's law.17 Consequently, Judge Leventhal concluded that
14. Id.
Presumably, a state's interest in regulating conduct rests on a desire to avoid the
immediate or continuing adverse consequences made possible by such conduct. Con-
sequently, if the conduct occurs within the state, thereby generating its reasonably
foreseeable consequences within the state, or the immediate consequences occur
within the state, or the continuing consequences will be felt within the state, the
state's interest in conduct regulation converts into a significant interest.
Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The Quest for Perfection and the Frailties of Man, supra note
4, at 239.
The District has a strong policy of deterrence of auto theft. That policy must be
viewed in the light of the probabilities of consequential hazards. This perspective
fosters our conclusion that there is a significant District of Columbia interest in the
application of the District rule of liability to an actor who leaves his car keys accessi-
ble to a thief in the District and sets in motion the sequence of events that enlarges
the probability of, and in a significant number of instances contributes to, results of
death, disability and destruction.
Gaither v. Myers, 404 F.2d 216, 223 (D.C. Cir. 1968) (footnotes omitted).
15. 404 F.2d at 222-23.
16. Id. at 223.
17. Id.
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each of the reasons underlying the District's law converted into a
significant interest on the part of the District in having its law
applied.
What was the reason underlying Maryland's local law that would
not impose civil liability on the neglectful parker? Maryland views
the intervening conduct of the thief superseding as a matter of
law."8 Its local law, then, existed to protect the economic integrity
of merely neglectful parkers domiciled in Maryland. Since the de-
fendant was domiciled in the District, not Maryland, the reason
underlying Maryland's law did not convert into a significant inter-
est on the part of Maryland in having its law applied to the case;
and so the court concluded. 19 Interest analysis demonstrated that
the case presented a false conflict: although the local laws of the
two states were different, only the District had a significant inter-
est in the application of its local law. In those circumstances, of
course, the District's law would be applied. Judge Leventhal, how-
ever, did not stop there. Rather, having concluded that Maryland
had no significant interest in the application of its local law, he
recognized the propriety of inquiring as to whether Maryland had
some minimal interest in the litigation and, if so, how that minimal
interest would best be served.20 Because the plaintiff was domiciled
in Maryland, that state did indeed have a minimal interest in the
litigation: assuring that its domiciled plaintiff did not become an
indigent ward of that state. Obviously, that minimal interest in the
However, to confine the benefits of the Ross rule to the territory ceded by the
states of Maryland and Virginia to form the Nation's Capital would be to shun the
present reality of the economically and socially integrated greater metropolitan area.
It is a commonplace that residents of Maryland are part of the Washington metropol-
itan trading area, and that District residents and businesses have an interest in the
well-being of these citizens of the Free State.
Id.
18. Id. at 221 (citing Liberto v. Holfeldt, 221 Md. 62, 155 A.2d 698 (1959)).
19. Gaither v. Myers, 404 F.2d 216, 224 (D.C. Cir. 1968). "[That] interest of Maryland
in curtailing liability of a car owner, would not seem to extend to an owner like our defend-
ant, who is not a citizen of Maryland but rather a resident of the District of Columbia." Id.
20. Id. at 223-24. Once concluding that Maryland had no significant interest in the
application of its local law, the court was free to determine that Maryland had a minimal
interest in the litigation and that such minimal interest would best be served by the Dis-
trict's law, without generating a spurious internal conflict on the part of Maryland. Because
the defendant was domiciled in the District, Maryland's minimal interest in the economic
integrity of its domiciled plaintiff could be served (by application of the District's law) with-
out imposing liability on any Maryland domiciled neglectful parker. "This seems especially
true where it is a Maryland citizen who is being compensated for his injuries. It is obvious
that the finding of such liability would in no way violate the other interest of Maryland
.... Id. at 224.
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litigation on the part of Maryland would best be served by the ap-
plication of the District's law imposing liability on the defendant.
That result, application of the District's law, was wholly appropri-
ate once it was determined that the case presented a false conflict.
Application of the District's law was demonstrated to be the most
nearly perfect result attainable by the court's sensitivity to Mary-
land's minimal interest in the litigation and the court's recognition
that that Maryland interest would be best served by the District's
law.2"
How would the same choice-of-law problem be resolved under
the approach of the Restatement Second? Presumably, the court
would begin with section 6, "Choice-of-Law Principles":
(1) A court, subject to constitutional restrictions, will follow a statutory
directive of its own state on choice of law.2
Hardly anyone could quarrel with that conclusion. Indeed, an in-
terest analysis court, finding that the legislature of the forum state
had enacted a conflicts statute applicable to the case before the
court and producing a constitutional result, would comply with
that statutory conflicts law.23 Of course, more often than not, no
such statutory conflicts law will exist. Then subsection (2) of sec-
tion 6 comes into play:
(2) When there is no such directive, the factors relevant to the choice of
the applicable rule of law include
(a) the needs of the interstate and international systems,
(b) the relevant policies of the forum,
(c) the relevant policies of other interested states and the relative inter-
ests of those states in the determination of the particular issue,
(d) the protection of justified expectations,
(e) the basic policies underlying the particular field of law,
(f) certainty, predictability and uniformity of result, and
(g) ease in the determination and application of the law to be applied.2 4
How would Section 6(2)(a), "the needs of the interstate .. .sys-
tem,"26 apply to Gaither v. Myers? I confess I'm not sure. More-
over, I find little assistance in the Comment to Section 6(2)(a). The
Comment does indicate that "[cihoice-of-law rules. . . should seek
to further harmonious relations between states . . . In formulat-
21. See supra note 20.
22. RESTATEMENT (SEcoND), supra note 2, § 6(1).
23. One of the most common examples of such a statutory conflicts law exists in
U.C.C. § 1-105 (1977), the basic conflicts rule for U.C.C. regulated transactions.
24. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 6(2).
25. Id. § 6(2)(a).
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ing rules of choice of law, a state should have regard for the needs
and policies of other states and of the community of states."26 Per-
haps Judge Leventhal's sensitivity to Maryland's minimal interest
in the litigation and his recognition that that interest would best
be served by the District's law, both a product of interest analysis,
would be consonant with section 6(2)(a). The language of sections
6(2)(b) and (c), "the relevant policies of the forum 27 and "the rel-
evant policies of other interested states and the relative interests
of those states in the determination of the particular issue, "28 seem
to complement the interest analysis engaged in by the court.
"[T]he protection of justified expectations, 2 9 seems to have little
relevance to the facts of Gaither v. Myers. As the Comment
indicates:
There are occasions, particularly in the area of negligence, when the par-
ties act without giving thought to the legal consequences of their conduct or
to the law that may be applied. In such situations, the parties have no justi-
fied expectations to protect, and this factor can play no part in the decision
of a choice-of-law question."
Section 6(2)(e), "the basic policies underlying the particular field
of law," 31 also seems irrelevant to Gaither. The Comment provides:
This factor is of particular importance in situations where the policies of
the interested states are largely the same but where there are nevertheless
minor differences between their relevant local law rules. In such instances,
there is good reason for the court to apply the local law of that state which
will best achieve the basic policy, or policies, underlying the particular field
of law involved."2
In Gaither, the local laws of the two states, one plaintiff-favoring,
the other defendant-favoring, were hardly reflective of similar
policies.
Section 6(2)(f), "certainty, predictability and uniformity of re-
sult,"33 is a fascinating factor. How would it apply to Gaither v.
Myers? If the "certainty, predictability and uniformity of result""'
to be achieved means that the court confronted with the choice-of-
law problem should attempt to arrive at the same result that
26. Id. § 6(2) comment d.
27. Id. § 6(2)(b).
28. Id. § 6(2)(c).
29. Id. § 6(2)(d).
30. Id. § 6(2) comment g.
31. Id. § 6(2)(e).
32. Id. § 6(2) comment h.
33. Id. § 6(2)(f).
34. Id.
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would be achieved by a court sitting in the other state whose local
law may be applicable, the court in Gaither should have attempted
to determine how a Maryland court, confronted with the same
choice-of-law problem, would have resolved it. The Maryland
courts have declined invitations to adopt any policy-based ap-
proach to resolving choice-of-law problems in tort actions. They
prefer the ease of application and predictability of result afforded
by lex loci delicti.35 Thus, a Maryland court confronted with the
facts of Gaither v. Myers probably would have applied the local
law of Maryland, the state where the plaintiff was injured. Had the
court in the District opted for "uniformity of result" between Ma-
ryland and the District, it too would have applied Maryland local
law. Wouldn't that be just a bit peculiar? To achieve that kind of
uniformity, a forum having rejected a mechanical application of lex
loci delicti in favor of a policy-based approach would find that
very determination undermined in every case in which the other
potentially interested state had elected to retain lex loci delicti. Is
that What section 6(2)(f) contemplates? Perhaps, perhaps not. The
Comment provides that:
[Predictability and uniformity of result] are important values in all areas
of the law. To the extent that they are attained in choice of law, forum
shopping will be discouraged. These values can, however, be purchased at
too great a price. In a rapidly developing area, such as choice of law, it is
often more important that good rules be developed than that predictability
and uniformity of result should be assured through continued adherence to
existing rules.36
Does that mean that the forum's "good rule," interest analysis, for
example, should not be subverted by the other state's "adherence
35. See, e.g., White v. King, 244 Md. 348, 223 A.2d 763 (1966) (applying Michigan
guest statute through lex loci delicti to action by Maryland passenger against Maryland
driver); Sacra v. Sacra, 48 Md. App. 163, 426 A.2d 7 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1981) (applying
Delaware guest statute through lex loci delicti where collision occurred on Delaware side of
Delaware-Maryland border). In Hauch v. Connor, 295 Md. 120, 453 A.2d 1207 (1983), the
court declined to apply the law of Delaware, the state where the collision occurred, and
applied the law of Maryland, domicile of the litigants and the place of their common em-
ployment, in determining if plaintiff could maintain a tort action against a co-employee.
Hauch implied the possibility that Maryland might be on the verge of repudiating lex loci
delicti. The implication, however, was negated in Jacobs v. Adams, 66 Md. App. 779, 505
A.2d 930 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1986), cert. denied, 306 Md. 513, 510 A.2d 259 (1986), cert.
denied, 306 Md. 514, 510 A.2d 260 (1986). In Jacobs, the court applied the District of Co-
lumbia's no-fault insurance law through lex loci delicti to collisions occurring in the District,
notwithstanding the fact that plaintiffs and defendants were domiciled in Maryland. The
court read Hauch as confirming the general vitality of lex loci delicti.
36. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 6(2) comment i.
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to" lex loci delicti? I'd like to think so. Indeed, the quoted lan-
guage from the Comment so indicates. But there is one small
hooker. As we shall see, the Restatement itself seems to manifest a
territorial bias that often points toward lex loci delicti3 7 That be-
ing the case, it isn't entirely clear that, in the Restatement Second
view, there would be anything wrong with Maryland's "continued
adherence to" lex loci delicti.
The factors set forth in section 6(2)(g), "ease in the determina-
tion and application of the law to be applied," 8 seem to explain
Maryland's retention of lex loci delicti. But how do they apply to a
court that has rejected that mechanical approach? Presumably, a
court having rejected lex loci delicti for a policy-based approach
has concluded that the ease of the former is outweighed by the
rationality of the latter. Section 6(2)(g), directed to such a court,
seems to imply that the court erred in repudiating lex loci delicti.
The Comment to section 6(2)(g) seems to send a mixed message to
such a court: "Ideally, choice-of-law rules should be simple and
easy to apply. This policy should not be overemphasized, since it is
obviously of greater importance that choice-of-law rules lead to de-
sirable results. The policy does, however, provide a goal for which
to strive."39
It should be remembered, however, that section 6 presents only
the general "Choice-of-Law Principles." "The General Principle"
applicable to tort actions in particular is set forth in section 145:
(1) The rights and liabilities of the parties with respect to an issue in tort
are determined by the local law of the state which, with respect to that
issue, has the most significant relationship to the occurrence and the parties
under the principles stated in § 6.
(2) Contacts to be taken into account in applying the principles of § 6 to
determine the law applicable to an issue include:
(a)the place where the injury occurred,
(b)the place where the conduct causing the injury occurred,
(c)the domicil, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of
business of the parties, and
(d)the place where the relationship, if any, between the parties is centered.
These contacts are to be evaluated according to their relative importance
with respect to the particular issue.'
How would the "contacts" enumerated in section 145(2)(a)
through (d) influence a court deciding Gaither v. Myers, bearing in
37. See text accompanying infra note 46.
38. RESTATEMENT (SEcoND), supra note 2, § 6(2)(g).
39. Id. § 6(2) comment j.
40. Id. § 145.
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mind that those contacts "are to be evaluated according to their
relative importance with respect to the particular issue"?' Mary-
land was the place where the injury occurred. Maryland's law,
however, not imposing civil liability on the neglectful parker,
would seem to have nothing to do with preventing such injuries.
The District was the place where the conduct of the defendant oc-
curred and, as we have seen, given the conduct regulating purpose
of the District's law, that "contact" converted into a significant in-
terest on the part of the District in having its liability imposing
law applied. Plaintiff's Maryland domicile would be germane in de-
termining whether the other purpose of the District's law, provid-
ing the victim with a financially responsible defendant, converted
into a significant interest on the part of the District in having its
law applied. Because I believe that the District's compensatory
policy is aimed at preventing District domiciliaries from becoming
indigent wards of the District, I would conclude that plaintiff's
Maryland domicile led to the conclusion that that second reason
for the District's law did not convert into a significant interest on
the part of the District in having its law applied. As we have seen,
Judge Leventhal read the class of victims to be thus protected
broadly enough to include Maryland domiciliaries; thus he con-
cluded that the compensatory policy did convert." The defend-
ant's domicile in the District removed him from the class of neg-
lectful parkers whose economic integrity Maryland wished to
protect.'" Therefore, that reason for Maryland's law did not con-
vert into a significant interest on the part of Maryland in having
its law applied. Since the case involved no relationship between
the parties, that final "contact" is inapplicable. It would seem that
the "contacts" set forth in section 145 tend to complement and
even corroborate the interest analysis approach utilized and the re-
sult achieved by the court in Gaither v. Myers." Indeed, we could
go even further and note that it was the plaintiff's Maryland domi-
cile that led the court to conclude that Maryland had a minimal
interest in the litigation, protecting the economic integrity of its
domiciled plaintiff, which was best served by application of the
41. Id. § 145(2).
42. Gaither v. Myers, 404 F.2d 216, 223 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
43. Id. at 223-24.
44. It should be noted, however, that section 145 incorporates the principles set forth
in section 6, and, as we have noted, those principles are not necessarily consistent with
interest analysis. See supra text accompanying notes 22-39.
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District's law.15 If that is the manner in which section 145's con-
tacts are to be utilized, the "most significant relationship" test and
interest analysis would seem to be complementary.
There is, however, still section 146 to consider. It provides:
In an action for personal injury, the local law of the state where the injury
occurred determines the rights and liabilities of the parties, unless, with re-
spect to the particular issue, some other state has a more significant rela-
tionship under the principles stated in § 6 to the occurrence and the parties,
in which event the local law of the other state will be applied. 46
Why that general reversion to lex loci delicti? Here is the Ration-
ale stated in Comment c. to section 146:
The rule of this Section calls for application of the local law of the state
where the injury occurred unless, with respect to the particular issue, some
other state has a more significant relationship to the occurrence and the
parties. Whether there is such another state should be determined in the
light of the choice-of-law principles stated in § 6. In large part, the answer
to this question will depend upon whether some other state has a greater
interest in the determination of the particular issue than the state where
the injury occurred. The extent of the interest of each of the potentially
interested states should be determined on the basis, among other things, of
the purpose sought to be achieved by their relevant local law rules and of
the particular issue (see § 145, Comments c - d). . . . The likelihood that
some state other than that where the injury occurred is the state of most
significant relationship is greater in those relatively rare situations where,
with respect to a particular issue, the state of injury bears little relation to
the occurrence and the parties.
The rule furthers the choice-of-law values of certainly, predictability and
uniformity of result and, since the state where the injury occurred will usu-
ally be readily ascertainable, of ease in the determination and application of
the applicable law (see § 6).
47
I apologize for imposing that lengthy excerpt on the reader, but
the truth is that I don't know how to paraphrase that "Rationale."
The first three sentences seem to be nothing more than a restate-
ment (pun intended) of the section itself. The fourth sentence im-
plicates section 145, at least parenthetically, and the fifth sentence
indicates that the general reversion to lex loci delicti is indeed the
rule, with the "unless" language having applicability only in "rela-
tively rare situations." The actual rationale for the rule doesn't ap-
pear until the second and last paragraph. There in one sentence
the apparent rationale is stated to be a combination of "certainty,
45. 404 F.2d at 224.
46. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 146.
47. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, comment c.
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predictability and uniformity of result" 8 and "ease in the determi-
nation and application of the applicable law.""9
How is section 146 intended to influence a court confronted with
Gaither v. Myers? I guess the court would begin by assuming that
the local law of Maryland, the situs of the injury, was to be applied
"unless, with respect to the particular issue, some other state has a
more significant relationship under the principles stated in §6 to
the occurrence and the parties." 50 Since the principles stated in
section 6 include "certainty, predictability and uniformity of re-
sult, and. . . ease in the determination and application of the law
to be applied," 51 and since those same principles seem to comprise
the ultimate rationale for section 146, the court might very well
conclude that those were the dominant principles to be applied in
determining if some other state had a more significant interest. We
have already noted that, if uniformity of result is intended to move
the court toward the same choice-of-law result that would be
achieved by a Maryland court, the forum in the District would be
impelled toward the application of Maryland law, the result a Ma-
ryland court would achieve through lex loci delicti. But what of
the admonition in the Comment to section 6 that "In a rapidly
developing area, such as choice of law, it is often more important
that good rules be developed than that predictability and uniform-
ity of result should be assured through continued adherence to ex-
isting rules"? 52 Should not that language dissuade the court from
being influenced by Maryland's retention of lex loci delicti? Per-
haps not, given section 146's general reversion to lex loci delicti.
Moreover, to the extent that "ease in the determination. . . of the
applicable law"5 is to influence the court, once again the court
would be impelled toward the application of Maryland law. After
all, what could be easier than lex loci delicti, especially after that
result has received the general imprimatur of section 146? Conse-
quently, section 146 and its rationale could lead the court to the
application of Maryland law. That result is troubling, bearing in
mind that interest analysis indicated that Maryland had no signifi-
cant interest in the application of its own local law.
Does section 146 lend itself to a different interpretation? It
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id. § 146.
51. Id. § 6 (2)(-(g).
52. Id. § 6(2) comment i.
53. Id. § 6(2)(g).
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could be asserted that the section contemplates that the court will
use interest analysis in determining whether some state other than
the situs of the injury has a more significant interest in the appli-
cation of its local law. There is, however, a small problem with that
interpretation. Why would a court utilizing the Restatement Sec-
ond approach and confronted with section 146 bother to utilize in-
terest analysis for the limited purpose of determining if some state
other than the situs state has a more significant interest in the ap-
plication of its local law? If the court must utilize interest analysis,
why wouldn't the court simply utilize interest analysis in the first
instance, as the Gaither court did, to determine which state has
the most significant interest in the application of its local law, and
then apply that local law indicated by interest analysis? That
would spare the court the feckless task of traveling from section 6
through section 145 to section 146 and then to interest analysis. If
interest analysis is intended to be dispositive, sections 6, 145 and
146 would seem to be superfluous. Consequently, I am left with
these conclusions. While section 145 may be similar and even com-
plementary to interest analysis, sections 6 and 146 seem to con-
template a different approach, one utilizing considerations quite
different from those that would guide an interest analysis court.
And that awkward amalgam of interest analysis, territoriality, uni-
formity, and ease of determination, reflected in the Restatement
Second approach, was not inadvertent, it was intentional.54 The re-
sult of that amalgamation is an approach that either subverts a
court's use of interest analysis or directs the court to a circuitous
and tortuous path that may lead back to lex loci delicti.
Let's try another case. In Cipolla v. Shaposka,55 plaintiff, domi-
ciled in Pennsylvania, sued defendant, domiciled in Delaware, to
recover damages for injuries sustained in a collision that occurred
in Delaware. At the time of the collision, plaintiff had been a pas-
senger in the car operated by defendant. Plaintiff and defendant
54. See Reese, supra note 3.
55. 439 Pa. 563, 267 A.2d 854 (1970). I confess that my initial reaction to Cipolla
included this: "Given a Pennsylvania guest-passenger, a Delaware host-driver, allegedly neg-
ligent driving in Delaware resulting in injury to the passenger in Delaware, and a Delaware
guest statute, interest analysis would lead almost inexorably to the conclusion that the stat-
ute was applicable." Seidelson, Comment on Cipolla v. Shaposka, 9 DUQ. L. REV. 423 (1971)
(Symposium on Cipolla v. Shaposka).
In so concluding, I permitted myself to be influenced by considerations of territorialty
that really had little or nothing to do with each state's interest in the application of its own
law. Reflection and meditation have persuaded me as to the error of my earlier way. See
infra text following note 42.
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had been attending school in Delaware and defendant was driving
plaintiff to his Pennsylvania home. Plaintiff alleged that defend-
ant's negligent driving had occasioned the collision . 6 Relying on
Delaware's guest statute which insulated host driver from liability
absent willful or wanton misconduct, 7 defendant moved for sum-
mary judgment. Plaintiff, opposing the motion, asserted that
Pennsylvania's law containing no guest statute should be applied."
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania purported to resolve the
choice-of-law problem through interest analysis. At the outset, the
court noted, "When doing this it must be remembered that a mere
counting of contacts is not what is involved. The weight of a par-
ticular state's contacts must be measured on a qualitative rather
than a quantitative scale." 9
The court found that the reason underlying Pennsylvania's local
law, no guest statute, was to permit Pennsylvania passengers to
recover from negligent hosts, thus assuring that the injured pas-
sengers did not become indigent wards of that state.80 Because
plaintiff passenger was domiciled in Pennsylvania, that reason con-
verted into a significant interest on the part of Pennsylvania in
having its law applied. The court perceived two reasons underlying
Delaware's guest statute. The first reason was to protect good Sa-
maritan hosts domiciled in Delaware from ungrateful guests.61 Be-
cause defendant host was domiciled in Delaware, that reason con-
verted into a significant interest on the part of Delaware in having
its law applied. The second reason discerned by the court was to
protect against potentially collusive suits, thus assuring Delaware
drivers relatively lower liability insurance premium rates.62 Since
56. 439 Pa. at 564, 267 A.2d at 855.
57. Id. (citing DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 21, § 6101(a) (1974) (repealed 1983)).
58. Id. at 565, 267 A.2d at 855.
59. Id. at 566, 267 A.2d at 856.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id. Justice Roberts, dissenting, concluded that assuring Delaware drivers lower in-
surance rates was not a reason for that state's guest statute. Id. at 569, 267 A.2d at 858. He
determined that
the sole purpose of the Delaware guest statute, as set forth by its courts, "is to pro-
tect one who generously, without accruing benefit, has transported another in his mo-
tor vehicle. Engle v. Poland, 8 Terry 365, 91 A.2d 326 (1952); Colombo v. Sech, 2
Storey 575, 163 A.2d 270 (1960)." Fields v. Synthetic Ropes, Inc., 219 A.2d 374, 376
(Del. Superior Ct. 1966).
Cipolla v. Shaposka, 439 Pa. 563, 570-71, 267 A.2d 854, 858 (1970).
The majority opinion cited no Delaware cases in support of its conclusion that the guest
statute was intended to provide lower insurance rates by protecting against potentially col-
lusive actions. In fact, however, such authority existed. In McHugh v. Brown, 50 Del. 154,
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defendant's car was registered and presumably insured in Dela-
ware,63 that reason too converted into a significant interest on the
part of Delaware in having its law applied; any pay-out experience
on the part of defendant's liability carrier would be charged to its
Delaware coverage, thereby creating the potential of higher pre-
mium rates for Delaware drivers. Cipolla presented a true conflict.
Each state had a significant interest in the application of its own
local law. After so concluding, the court wrote: "Thus, it appears
that Delaware's contacts are qualitatively greater than Pennsylva-
nia's and that it has the greater interest in having its law applied
to the issue before us.""" It would seem that, contrary to its own
admonition that the competing interests be evaluated qualitatively
rather than quantitatively, the court concluded that Delaware won
2-1.
The court then added this further consideration: "Also, it seems
only fair to permit a defendant to rely on his home state law when
he is acting within that state."6 That conclusion was drawn from
this language of Professor David Cavers:
Consider the response that would be accorded a proposal that was the
opposite of this principle if it were advanced against a person living in the
state of injury on behalf of a person coming there from a state having a
higher standard of care or of financial protection. The proposal thus ad-
vanced would require the community to step up its standard of behavior for
his greater safety or lift its financial protection to the level to which he was
accustomed. Such a proposal would be rejected as unfair. By entering the
state or nation, the visitor has exposed himself to the risk of the territory
and should not subject persons living there to a financial hazard that their
law had not created."
Is that territorial approach justified by the facts of Cipolla? I
think not. After all, the Delaware driver knew that his passenger
lived in Pennsylvania and the driver contemplated an interstate
trip from Delaware to Pennsylvania. In those circumstances, it's
difficult to justify a conclusion that imposing Pennsylvania law on
the Delaware defendant would be unfair. Moreover, the collision
could have occurred after the defendant's car entered Pennsylva-
nia. The court's language implies that in those circumstances
162, 125 A.2d 583, 588 (1956), the court wrote that "[tihe guest statute embodies a specific
and important legislative policy-the elimination of collusive litigation." Id. at 160, 125
A.2d at 588.
63. 439 Pa. at 564, 267 A.2d at 855.
64. Id. at 566, 267 A.2d at 856 (footnote omitted).
65. Id. at 567, 267 A.2d at 856 (footnote omitted).
66. Id. (quoting D. CAVESs, THE CHoIcE-oF-LAW PROCESS 146-47 (1965)).
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Pennsylvania law might have been applied, or, at the very least,
such a result would not have imposed unduly on the defendant.
Surely the site of the collision occurring during a contemplated in-
terstate trip should not be given determinative or even significant
effect by an interest analysis court trying to determine the applica-
bility of a potentially applicable guest statute.
How about the court's implication, contrary to its own admoni-
tion, that, with regard to the reasons underlying each state's local
law, Delaware wins 2-1? Can we apply a more qualitative analysis?
We know that Pennsylvania has a significant interest in the appli-
cation of its law, no guest statute, in order to assure that the Penn-
sylvania domiciled plaintiff does not become an indigent ward of
that state. Delaware has significant interests in the application of
its guest statute in order to protect the economic integrity of the
Delaware good Samaritan host and to assure Delaware drivers rela-
tively lower premium rates. Which state has the more significant
interest in the application of its own local law? Because the pas-
senger was the injured victim, his capacity to remain self-support-
ing may be diminished. Given an adverse choice-of-law result, his
potential indigence may be more likely to eventuate than the po-
tential indigence of the Delaware defendant. That would suggest
that Pennsylvania's interest in protecting the economic integrity of
the injured passenger may be of greater significance than Dela-
ware's interest in protecting the economic integrity of the driver.
How about Delaware's interest in assuring its drivers relatively
lower premium rates? Given an adverse choice-of-law result, that
adverse effect would be spread over a significant number of driv-
ers, thus having a severe impact on none. On the other hand, the
injured plaintiff's indigence would by definition have a severe im-
pact on him. That would suggest that the Pennsylvania interest
may be more significant. But suppose that defendant argues that,
even if the injured passenger becomes indigent, the cost of his sup-
port will be spread over a significant number of Pennsylvania tax-
payers, thus having a severe impact on no one, including the plain-
tiff. It seems to me that that argument overlooks the adverse effect
that indigence has on human dignity. Even assuming that the in-
jured victim, having become indigent, would be able to subsist on
welfare payments provided by the state's taxpayers, he would con-
tinue to suffer the violation of human dignity that accompanies in-
digence. I believe that inherent aspect of indigence is sought to be
avoided by Pennsylvania's local law. Consequently, I would con-
clude that Pennsylvania has the more significant interest in the
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application of its local law and I would deny defendant's motion
for summary judgment predicated on the application of the Dela-
ware guest statute.
How would the Restatement's approach influence the court?
Section 6(2)(a), "the needs of the interstate . . . system, 6 7 would
appear to be rather enigmatic, at least to me, given the facts of
Cipolla. Sections 6(2)(b) and (c), "the relevant policies of the fo-
rum" 68 and "the relevant policies of other interested states and the
relative interests of those states in the determination of the partic-
ular issue,"6 would seem to complement our interest analysis ap-
proach. The "protection of justified expectations, 10 section
6(2)(d), might raise the concern noted by the court, the defend-
ant's right to rely on his home state law when acting within that
state. The Comment to section 6(2)(d) provides: "Generally speak-
ing, it would be unfair and improper to hold a person liable under
the local law of one state when he had justifiably molded his con-
duct to conform to the requirements of another state. 7 1 Could it
be said that host driver had relied on Delaware's guest statute in
offering to share his car with the passenger? I would be inclined to
say no, given host's knowledge of the passenger's Pennsylvania
domicile and host's intent to drive from Delaware to Pennsylvania.
The Comment does not clearly indicate whether this would be a
case of justifiable reliance. It does state, however:
There are occasions, particularly in the area of negligence, when the par-
ties act without giving thought to the legal consequences of their conduct or
to the law that may be applied. In such situations, the parties have no justi-
fied expectations to protect, and this factor can play no part in the decision
of a choice-of-law question.
72
The "basic policies underlying the particular field of law,"' "3 section
6(2)(e), would seem to be irrelevant since the local laws of the two
states are directly opposite; they are not essentially similar with
only "minor differences" between them. That leaves section 6(2)(f)
and (g), "certainty, predictability and uniformity of result"7 and
''ease in the determination and application of the law to be
67. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 6(2)(a).
68. Id. § 6(2)(b).
69. Id. § 6(2)(c).
70. Id. § 6(2)(d).
71. Id. § 6(2) comment g.
72. Id.
73. Id. § 6(2)(e).
74. Id. § 6(2)(f).
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applied. 75
If "uniformity" is intended to imply that the Pennsylvania court
should seek to achieve the same result that would be achieved by a
Delaware court, we must look to Delaware opinions. Those opin-
ions indicate that Delaware has rejected any policy-based conflicts
law in tort actions, preferring to retain lex loci delicti.7 Conse-
quently, a Delaware court confronted with Cipolla would apply the
guest statute of Delaware, the state in which plaintiff was injured.
If Delaware's lex loci delicti result is intended to influence the
Pennsylvania court's result, that latter court's repudiation of lex
loci delicti in favor of the greater rationality of a policy-based ap-
proach would be undermined, notwithstanding the fact that the
Pennsylvania court, apparently counting contacts, did apply Dela-
ware's guest statute. As for "ease in the determination . . . of the
law to be applied,' 77 nothing could be easier than lex loci delicti.
That too would seem to undermine the forum's decision to reject
that mechanical means of resolving choice-of-law problems.
How about the contacts listed in section 145? The first, "the
place where the injury occurred, ' '1 8 would point to Delaware's local
law. The second, "the place where the conduct causing the injury
occurred, '79 would also point to Delaware's law. The third contact,
domicile," ° apparently would indicate that each state, Pennsylvania
as the domicile of the plaintiff and Delaware as the domicile of the
defendant, had a "significant relationship to . . . the parties."81
The fourth contact, "the place where the relationship . . . between
the parties is centered,"8 would seem to point to Delaware's law.
75. Id. § 6(2)(g).
76. Smith, Choice of Law in the United States, 38 HASTINGS L. J. 1041, 1060-61
(1987).
There is little doubt but that the Delaware courts continue to follow the lex loci
delicti rule in tort conflicts. The leading case is Friday v. Smoot, 58 Del. 488, 211
A.2d 594 (1965) where the Delaware Guest Statute was held inapplicable to a suit by
a Delaware automobile passenger against a Delaware driver arising from an accident
in New Jersey. The Delaware Supreme Court specifically rejected an invitation to
adopt section 379 (now section 145) of the proposed Second Restatement, due to the
perceived uncertainty of the new rule and because the court thought adoption of such
a choice of law theory was best left to the legislature. All later state and federal cases
in Delaware follow the lex loci delicti rule.
Id. (footnotes omitted).
77. RESTATEMENT (SEcoND), supra note 2, § 6(2)(g).
78. Id. § 145(2)(a).
79. Id. § 145(2)(b).
80. Id. § 145(2)(c).
81. Id. § 145(1).
82. Id. § 145(2)(d).
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After all, it was in Delaware that the host-guest relationship was
entered into. Of the four contacts set forth in section 145, three
appear to point to Delaware law and one to the law of either Penn-
sylvania or Delaware. Does that mean that Delaware wins 4-1? The
concluding language of section 145 would suggest not. That lan-
guage emphasizes that the contacts "are to be evaluated according
to their relative importance with respect to the particular issue."83
The only way I know to accomplish such an evaluation would be to
engage in interest analysis. And if the court must utilize interest
analysis to effect the evaluation required by section 145, why
would the court not simply resolve the issue through interest anal-
ysis and forsake the feckless task of slogging through sections 6
and 145? I don't know the angwer to that one. Still, let's stay with
section 145 and its required evaluation. Our application of interest
analysis to Cipolla seemed to indicate that the only one of the four
contacts set forth in section 145 that was germane to the particular
issue, whether Delaware's guest statute or Pennsylvania's common
law should be applied, was the domicile of the litigants. That con-
tact pointed in both directions. Does that mean that section 145
would leave the court with a dead heat? If so, how would the court
break the tie?
Well, there's always section 146. That section says lex loci delicti
"unless" and the "unless" clause would require that, as a condition
precedent to the avoidance of the lex loci delicti result, application
of the Delaware guest statute, Pennsylvania would have to have
the "more significant relationship under the principles stated in §
6 to the occurrence and the parties. 8 4 Two of those principles
were uniformity of result and ease in determination. It is those
same two principles that are repeated in the Rationale for section
146. That would suggest that the Restatement's approach would
lead to the application of Delaware's guest statute. That conclusion
is troubling, separate and apart from the fact that our application
of interest analysis suggests that Pennsylvania has the more signif-
icant interest in the application of its local law, because it is con-
tributed to so significantly by Delaware's retention of lex loci
delicti (uniformity of result) and the obvious ease of determination
inherent in that mechanical conflicts rule. Once again, the Restate-
ment approach would seem to subvert the interest analysis appar-
ently required by section 145 and, after a circuitous trip through
83. Id. § 145(2).
84. Id. § 146.
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sections 6, 145, and 146, lead the court back to lex loci delicti.
Several years after Cipolla, the Pennsylvania Superior Court was
confronted with Miller v. Gay.8" Plaintiff, domiciled in Delaware,
sued defendant, domiciled in Pennsylvania, to recover damages for
personal injuries sustained in a Delaware collision. Plaintiff had
been a passenger in a car operated by defendant. Plaintiff alleged
that defendant's negligent driving had occasioned the collision. As-
serting the applicability of Delaware's guest statute, defendant
moved to dismiss the complaint. Plaintiff opposed the motion, ar-
guing that Pennsylvania's common law should be applied." What
choice-of-law result would interest analysis produce?
We know from Cipolla that one reason for Delaware's guest stat-
ute is to protect good Samaritan hosts domiciled in Delaware from
ungrateful guests. Because defendant host driver was domiciled in
Pennsylvania, that reason would not convert into a significant in-
terest on the part of Delaware in having its guest statute applied.
The second reason for the guest statute is to protect against poten-
tially collusive suits, thus assuring Delaware drivers relatively
lower insurance premium rates. Because defendant's car was regis-
tered and presumably insured in Pennsylvania, so that any pay-out
experience by the liability carrier would be charged to Pennsylva-
nia, not Delaware, that second reason for the Delaware guest stat-
ute would not convert into a significant interest on the part of Del-
aware in having the statute applied. We also know from Cipolla
that the reason for Pennsylvania's law, no guest statute, is to af-
ford injured passengers domiciled in that state an opportunity to
recover from negligent hosts, thus preventing those passengers
from becoming indigent wards of the state. Because the injured
passenger was domiciled in Delaware, that reason would not con-
vert into a significant interest on the part of Pennsylvania in hav-
ing its common law applied. Interest analysis indicates that neither
state has a significant interest in the application of its own local
law.8
7
What's a poor judge to do now? Well, what he should not do is
throw up his hands in despair and either pretend the problem
doesn't exist or evade its consequences by fabricating some jerry-
built reason for one of the two local laws that may convert into a
significant interest.8 8 Interest analysis has demonstrated a negative
85. 323 Pa. Super. 466, 470 A.2d 1353 (1983).
86. Id. at 468, 470 A.2d at 1354.
87. See id. at 470, 470 A.2d at 1355.
88. Courts confronted with a negative standoff have reacted in various ways. In
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standoff at the level of each state's significant interest in the appli-
cation of its own law. Neither state has such an interest. In
Gaither v. Myers,89 once Judge Leventhal concluded that Mary-
land had no significant interest in the application of its own local
law, he recognized the propriety of inquiring as to whether Mary-
land had a minimal interest in the litigation and, if so, how that
interest would best be served.90 Let's try the same thing with both
Delaware and Pennsylvania in Miller v. Gay. Because the injured
plaintiff is domiciled in Delaware, that state certainly has a mini-
mal interest in the litigation: assuring that its injured domiciliary
does not become an indigent ward of the state.91 Clearly, that min-
imal interest is best served by the application of Pennsylvania's
common law. Because the defendant driver is domiciled in Penn-
sylvania, that state has a minimal interest in the litigation: pro-
tecting the economic integrity of its domiciled litigant.2 That min-
imal interest is best served by the application of Delaware's guest
statute. What had been a negative standoff at the higher level of
interest, neither state having a significant interest in the applica-
tion of its own law, becomes a true conflict at the lower level of
Neumeier v. Kuehner, 31 N.Y.2d 121, 286 N.E.2d 454, 335 N.Y.S.2d 64 (1972), the court
fashioned three rules to resolve choice-of-law problems as to the applicability of an automo-
bile guest statute, thus mooting the negative standoff. For critical comment on those three
rules, see Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The Quest for Perfection and the Frailties of Man,
supra note 4, at 215-24. For a Symposium on Neumeier, see 1 HOFsTRA L. REV. 93-182
(1973). In Hurtado v. Superior Court, 11 Cal. 3d 574, 522 P.2d 666, 114 Cal. Rptr. 106
(1974), the court concluded that California's no-ceiling wrongful death statute had a con-
duct regulating purpose, thus evading the negative standoff. The majority in Miller v. Gay,
323 Pa. Super. 466, 470 A.2d 1353 (1983), finessed the negative standoff by applying the
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) § 146. See infra text accompanying note 85. The dissent evaded the
negative standoff by finding a conduct regulating reason for Pennsylvania's absence of a
guest statute. See infra text accompanying note 99. The cases suggest that the courts may
not always recognize a negative standoff or, recognizing it, may not know how to resolve it.
For a suggested method of resolution, see infra text accompanying note 89.
89. 404 F.2d 216 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
90. Id. at 224.
91. Because defendant driver was domiciled in Pennsylvania, he was not within the
class of good Samaritan hosts intended to be protected by Delaware's guest statute. Conse-
quently, recognizing Delaware's minimal interest in the litigation, assuring that the Dela-
ware plaintiff does not become an indigent ward of that state, generates no internal conflict
on the part of Delaware. Plaintiff's economic integrity may be protected without imposing
liability on any Delaware host.
92. Because plaintiff passenger was domiciled in Delaware, she was not within the
class of injured passengers intended to be protected by Pennsylvania's law. Consequently,
recognizing Pennsylvania's minimal interest in the litigation, protecting the economic integ-
rity of the Pennsylvania defendant, generates no internal conflict on the part of Pennsylva-
nia. Defendant's economic integrity may be protected without subjecting any Pennsylvania
passenger to potential indigence.
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interest: each state has a minimal interest in the litigation best
served by the other state's law. Now the court must determine
which state's minimal interest in the litigation is more significant
and apply the law that serves that more significant interest. Given
an adverse choice-of-law result, the indigence of the injured victim,
stripped of some portion of her pre-existing capacity to be self-
supporting, seems more likely than the indigence of host driver.
Consequently, Delaware's interest in protecting its domiciled vic-
tim from indigence would seem to be more significant than Penn-
sylvania's interest in protecting the economic integrity of its domi-
ciled host driver. Because it is Pennsylvania's common law that
best serves Delaware's more significant interest, that is the law
that should be applied and defendant's motion to dismiss should
be denied.
How did the Superior Court of Pennsylvania resolve the choice-
of-law issue? Despite a line of opinions by the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania (including Cipolla v. Shaposka s) apparently adopt-
ing and applying interest analysis, " the superior court majority
concluded that, in fact, the supreme court had embraced the Re-
statement approach.9 5 I confess that I'm just skeptical enough to
wonder if the majority, tacitly recognizing the negative standoff
and not being sure what to do about it, may not have been im-
pelled toward the Restatement as a way out. The majority began
with section 146 and its reversion to lex loci delicti "unless, with
respect to the particular issue, some other state has a more signifi-
cant relationship under the principles stated in § 6 to the occur-
rence and the parties, in which event the local law of the other
93. 439 Pa. 563, 267 A.2d 854 (1970).
94. See, e.g., McSwain v. McSwain, 420 Pa. 86, 215 A.2d 677 (1966) (intra-familial tort
bar); Griffith v. United Air Lines, Inc., 416 Pa. 1, 203 A.2d 796 (1964) (survival action dam-
ages); Cipolla v. Shaposka, 439 Pa. 563, 267 A.2d 854 (1970) (guest statute; see supra text
accompanying note 55). It must be conceded, nevertheless, that the court's methodology in
resolving choice-of-law problems lends itself to different interpretations.
No state has a more convoluted, eclectic approach to choice-of-law than Pennsylva-
nia. On various occasions, its courts have applied the First and Second Restatements,
the center of gravity approach, interest analysis and Professor Cavers' "principles of
preference." Because of a paucity of recent Pennsylvania Supreme Court cases, it is
anyone's guess what principles will be cited next.
Smith, Choice of Law in the United States, 38 HASTINGS L. J. 1041, 1131 (1987).
In Coons v. Lawlor, 804 F.2d 28, 30 (3d Cir. 1986), see infra text accompanying note 106,
the court noted that "in the tort law context, Pennsylvania adheres to the interest analysis
approach to conflicts of law." 804 F.2d at 30. But in Shields v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 810
F.2d 397, 399 (3d Cir. 1987), the court concluded that Pennsylvania had "essentially
adopted the Restatement (Second) view ...." Id.
95. Miller v. Gay, 323 Pa. Super. 466, 470-71, 470 A.2d 1353, 1354-55 (1984).
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state will be applied."'96 After setting forth section 6, the majority
concluded:
We have earlier discussed the relative policies of the forum and Delaware,
the only other interested state and do not find them dispositive.
However, we do believe that certainty, predictability and uniformity of
result will be aided by the application of Delaware law. We also find no
difficulty in the application of that law.
97
Therefore, the majority affirmed the trial court's order granting de-
fendant's motion to dismiss the complaint.'"
The dissent did not accept the majority's reading of the opinions
of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania as having embraced the Re-
statement approach."' On the contrary, the dissent wrote that the
supreme court had "noted the concern that the Second Restate-
ment would encourage the mere counting of contacts."100 The dis-
sent's reading of the supreme court's opinions led it to conclude
that those "cases suggest[] that they are consistent with govern-
mental interest analysis . . . ." We have already determined
that interest analysis would lead to the conclusion that neither
Pennsylvania nor Delaware had a significant interest in the appli-
cation of its own law. How did the dissent deal with that negative
standoff?. First, the dissent seemed to recognize the problem:
"Some commentators have described a case such as this one-a
case in which the plaintiff resides in a host-protecting state, and
the defendant, in a guest-protecting state--as the 'unprovided for
case' . . . .2 Ultimately, however, the dissent evaded the prob-
lem by concluding that "Pennsylvania has an interest in seeing
that its licensed drivers are held to the standard of ordinary care
in the operation of their motor vehicles."103 That language suggests
that one reason for Pennsylvania's law, no guest statute, is conduct
regulation. That seems to me to be an awkward suggestion. It im-
96. Id. at 471, 470 A.2d at 1355.
97. Id. at 472, 470 A.2d at 1356.
98. Id. at 473, 470 A.2d at 1356.
99. Id. at 474, 470 A.2d at 1356-57.
100. Id. at 478, 470 A.2d at 1358 (quoting Griffith v. United Air Lines, Inc., 416 Pa. 1,
16, 203 A.2d 796, 803 (1964)).
101. Id. at 478, n.1, 470 A.2d at 1359, n.1. Still, the dissent stopped short of a firm
determination that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania would utilize interest analysis.
Rather, the dissent concluded that that court would use a "flexible approach." Id. at 479,
470 A.2d at 1359.
102. Id. at 484, 470 A.2d at 1362 (citing R. CRAMTON, D. CURRIE & H. KAY, CONFLICT OF
LAWS (3d ed. 1981)).
103. Id. at 487, 470 A.2d at 1363.
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plies that Pennsylvania believes that the absence of a guest statute
will encourage a driver to operate his vehicle more carefully when
there is a passenger within than when the driver is alone. Frankly,
when I drive alone I am motivated to drive carefully to preserve
and protect my life and the lives of other users of the roadway,
motorists and pedestrians. The presence of a passenger in my car
is not likely to enhance that motivation to drive carefully. But
even accepting the dissent's suggestion that conduct regulation is
one reason for Pennsylvania's common law, there remains the task
of determining if that reason converts into a significant interest on
the part of Pennsylvania in having its law applied in Miller. The
conduct intended to be regulated occurred in Delaware. The imme-
diate consequences of that conduct, the collision and plaintiff's in-
juries, occurred in Delaware. And, given the plaintiff's Delaware
domicile, the ongoing consequences of that conduct would be felt
in Delaware. Therefore, the conduct regulating reason suggested by
the dissent would seem not to convert into a significant interest on
the part of Pennsylvania in having its law applied. The dissent,
once having suggested the conduct regulating reason, simply as-
sumed its conversion and concluded that Pennsylvania law should
be applied.
In Miller, the majority, perhaps tacitly recognizing the negative
standoff and being uncertain how to resolve it, utilized the Re-
statement approach and found a quick and easy way out. That way
out may have produced a result contrary to legitimate interest
analysis. The dissent, recognizing the negative standoff, utilized in-
terest analysis and mooted the problem by finding and assuming
the applicability of a questionable reason for Pennsylvania's law.
Which of those two approaches is the less desirable? I think it is
the majority's approach. The majority used the Restatement to
avoid a difficult problem. The Restatement's conclusion was quick
and easy only because it was the result of lex loci delicti. Because
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania had repudiated lex loci delicti,
the reversion to that mechanical application in section 146 and its
utilizations by the majority in Miller undermined and subverted
the supreme court's earlier determinations, all in the name of ease
of determination and uniformity of result. The result achieved by
the majority was uniform vis-a-vis that which would be achieved
by a Delaware court only because the latter has opted to retain lex
loci delicti. Those problems are inherent in the Restatement ap-
proach. While the dissent may have suggested an awkward reason
for Pennsylvania's law and neglected to determine if that reason
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converted into a significant interest on the part of Pennsylvania in
having its law applied, those shortcomings are not inherent in in-
terest analysis. Reflection, contemplation, and guidance by counsel
can enhance the quality of interest analysis. Whatever else judges
and lawyers (and I include myself in the second category) may be,
they are extraordinarily educable. 104
Three years after Miller, the Third Circuit, in a diversity case,
concluded that Pennsylvania resolved choice-of-law issues through
interest analysis. 10 5 In Coons v. Lawlor, °6 plaintiff, an Indiana
domiciliary, sued defendant, a Pennsylvania domiciliary, to recover
for injuries sustained by plaintiff while riding as a passenger in a
car driven by defendant. Plaintiff passenger was also the vehicle
owner. 1 He and defendant planned to drive from defendant's
Pennsylvania home to the New Jersey shore. Plaintiff was the orig-
inal driver'0 8 but, when he "began to feel tired,"'09 defendant "re-
lieved [the plaintiff] at the wheel." 10 While driving in New Jersey,
defendant "fell asleep . ..and the car struck a utility pole.""'
Plaintiff alleged that the impact had resulted from defendant's
negligence." 2 Asserting the Indiana guest statute, which required
willful or wanton misconduct," 3 defendant moved for summary
judgment." 4 After noting that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
utilized interest analysis, the Third Circuit carefully avoided a
spurious choice-of-law problem by inquiring whether an owner-
passenger would be considered a guest under the Indiana guest
statute." 5 Relying on the wording of the statute and Indiana opin-
ions giving the statute a restrictive reading, the Third Circuit de-
termined that an owner-passenger would not be a guest within the
meaning of the statute." 6 Because the Indiana guest statute was
thus inapplicable and because neither Pennsylvania nor New
104. See supra note 55.
105. Coons v. Lawlor, 804 F.2d 28 (3d Cir. 1986).
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id. 'at 29.
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. Id.
112. Id. at 28.
113. IND. CODE § 9-3-3-1 (1979), amended at § 9-3-3-1 (1984). The amendment limited
the applicability of the guest statute to those cases in which the passenger is related to the
driver or is a hitchhiker.
114. Coons v. Lawlor, 84 F.2d 28, 30 (3d Cir. 1986).
115. Id.
116. Id. at 30-33.
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Jersey has a guest statute, the court concluded that there was no
choice-of-law problem to resolve.
1 1 7
Let's tinker with the facts of Coons. Let's assume that plaintiff
passenger, an Indiana domiciliary, was not the vehicle owner.
Rather, defendant driver, domiciled in Pennsylvania, was the
owner. In response to plaintiff's allegation of negligent operation,
defendant, asserting the Indiana guest statute, moves for summary
judgment. With defendant driver the owner, plaintiff passenger
would now be a guest pursuant to the potentially applicable Indi-
ana guest statute. Plaintiff, however, asserts that the common law
of either Pennsylvania or New Jersey should be applied and de-
fendant's motion for summary judgment denied. With Indiana's
guest statute potentially applicable and with neither Pennsylvania
nor New Jersey having a guest statute, the diversity court presum-
ably would be required to resolve the choice-of-law problem. How
should it go about doing so?
The diversity court, complying with Klaxon,11 8 would be re-
quired to resolve the choice-of-law problem precisely as it would be
resolved by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. Suppose plaintiff
asserted that Miller v. Gay, although decided by the superior
court, was determinative. Plaintiff's assertion presumably would be
that this case, like Miller, presented a factual pattern in which
plaintiff was domiciled in a guest statute state and defendant was
domiciled in a common law state. Since in Miller the court applied
the local law of the place of injury (Delaware), plaintiff argues that
the Third Circuit should similarly apply the local law of the place
of injury (New Jersey). Should the Third Circuit accept the
argument?
It seems to me that there are several problems with plaintiff's
argument. First, in Miller, lex loci delicti applied pursuant to sec-
tion 146 of the Restatement, led to the application of Delaware's
guest statute. In this case, lex loci delicti would lead to the appli-
cation of New Jersey's common law. That kind of random applica-
tion of lex loci delicti might give the Third Circuit pause. Second,
in Miller the Delaware court would have applied Delaware's guest
statute because of Delaware's retention of lex loci delicti. That's
why the same result achieved by the Superior Court of Pennsylva-
nia produced "uniformity." New Jersey, however, has rejected lex
117. Id. at 30.
118. Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elect. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 487 (1941).
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loci delicti and has adopted interest analysis.11 9 It isn't immedi-
ately clear that a New Jersey court confronted with our spinoff of
Coons would apply New Jersey's local law. Third, the result
achieved in Miller was a product of the majority's (dubious) con-
clusion that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania had embraced the
Restatement approach. As we have noted, the Third Circuit con-
cluded that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania had adopted and
would apply interest analysis.
1 20
Let's attempt to resolve the choice-of-law problem through in-
terest analysis, as the Third Circuit presumably would. What are
the reasons underlying the Indiana guest statute? One reason is to
protect good Samaritan hosts domiciled in Indiana from ungrateful
guests.1 2' Since, in our spinoff of Coons, defendant host is domi-
ciled in Pennsylvania, that reason would not convert into a signifi-
cant interest on the part of Indiana in having its guest statute ap-
plied. A second reason would be to protect against potentially
collusive actions, thus assuring Indiana drivers relatively lower lia-
bility insurance premium rates. 22 Because the car in our case is
registered and presumably insured in Pennsylvania, any pay-out
by the liability carrier would be charged to Pennsylvania, not Indi-
ana. Consequently, the second reason for Indiana's guest statute
does not convert. Apparently, Indiana has no significant interest in
the application of its guest statute. At that point in the analysis, it
might be tempting to say that since Indiana has no significant in-
terest in the application of its guest statute and since neither
Pennsylvania nor New Jersey has a guest statute, no guest statute
is to be applied. Such a conclusion, however, might be premature.
It's possible that further analysis could demonstrate that neither
Pennsylvania nor New Jersey has a significant interest in the ap-
plication of its common law. That would leave the court with a
negative standoff and the chore of determining the existence of
minimal interests in the litigation on the part of the states. To
119. Pfau v. Trent Aluminum Co., 55 N.J. 511, 263 A.2d 129 (1970) (see infra text
accompanying note 124); Veazey v. Doremus, 103 N.J. 244, 510 A.2d 1187 (1986); State
Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co. v. Estate of Simmons, 84 N.J. 28, 417 A.2d 488 (1980).
120. See supra text accompanying note 105.
121. Sharp v. Egler, 658 F.2d 480, 484 (7th Cir. 1981). "The [Indiana] guest statute
was designed in part to protect a resident host driver from guest passengers to whom he has
shown his hospitality." Id.
122. Id. "The guest statute also seeks to protect insurance companies operating in
Indiana from collusive lawsuits." Id.
I assume that the intended ultimate beneficiaries would be Indiana drivers who would
enjoy lower premium rates as a result of the protection afforded the liability carriers.
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avoid such a premature conclusion, let's continue with our analysis.
We already know the reason for Pennsylvania's common law: to
assure that Pennsylvania passengers have an opportunity to re-
cover from negligent hosts, thus assuring that such passengers do
not become indigent wards of that state. Since plaintiff passenger
is domiciled in Indiana, not Pennsylvania, that reason would not
convert into a significant interest on the part of Pennsylvania in
having its common law applied. How about New Jersey's common
law? That law exists to assure that New Jersey domiciled passen-
gers have an opportunity to recover from negligent hosts, thus as-
suring that such passengers do not become indigent wards of that
state.123 Because plaintiff passenger is domiciled in Indiana, not
New Jersey, that reason for New Jersey's common law does not
convert into a significant interest on the part of New Jersey in hav-
ing its common law applied. Were that the only reason for New
Jersey's common law, the court would indeed be confronted with a
negative standoff. Might there be a second reason for New Jersey's
common law?
In Pfau v. Trent Aluminum Co.,1 24 the Supreme Court of New
Jersey indicated that that state's absence of a guest statute was
intended to have a conduct regulating purpose: "We are not cer-
tain that a defendant's domicile lacks an interest in seeing that its
domiciliaries are held to ... the standard of care which that
state's law provide[s] for. A state should not only be concerned
with the protection and self-interest of its citizens. 11 2 5 As noted
earlier in our discussion of the dissenting opinion in Miller v. Gay,
I find it awkward to suggest that the absence of a guest statute is
intended to have a conduct regulating function. Moreover, in Pfau
as in Miller, even assuming such an intended purpose, it probably
would not have converted into a significant interest on the part of
New Jersey in having its law applied since in Pfau: (1) the conduct
occurred in Iowa; (2) the immediate consequences of that conduct
(the collision) occurred in Iowa; and (3) the ongoing consequences
of that conduct would be felt in Connecticut (the plaintiff-passen-
ger's domicile). Still, when the highest appellate court of New
Jersey concludes that the state's common law has a conduct regu-
lating purpose, I guess it has a conduct regulating purpose. More-
123. Pfau v. Trent Aluminum Co., 55 N.J. 511, 523, 263 A.2d 129, 135 (1970). "IThe
strong public policy of [New Jersey] is to allow a guest-passenger to be compensated by his
host-driver in cases of ordinary negligence." Id.
124. 55 N.J. 511, 263 A.2d 129 (1970).
125. Id. at 524, 263 A.2d at 136.
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over, in our spinoff of Coons, that conduct regulating purpose
could well convert into a significant interest on the part of New
Jersey in having its common law applied since both the conduct
(defendant's allegedly negligent driving) and the immediate conse-
quences of that conduct (impact and plaintiff's injuries) occurred
in New Jersey. Does that mean that Pfau points to a significant
interest on the part of New Jersey in having its common law ap-
plied to our spinoff of Coons? Perhaps.
The language of the court in Pfau refers to regulating the con-
duct of a New Jersey domiciled host, wherever he may be driv-
ing.126 In our version of Coons, host driver is domiciled in Pennsyl-
vania. Does that mean that the conduct regulating reason
identified in Pfau would be inapplicable to our spinoff of Coons? I
think not. Although Pfau refers to a New Jersey domiciled host
driver (the fact before the court there),127 it refers as well to the
standard of care which New Jersey's common law provides for.12 If
the Supreme Court of New Jersey concludes that that state's com-
mon law has a conduct regulating reason, as it did in Pfau, it
would be anomalous to conclude that such a reason had no appli-
cability to conduct and the immediate consequences of such con-
duct occurring in New Jersey, wherever host driver might be domi-
ciled. Indeed, our version of Coons would seem to present an a
fortiori case of the applicability of New Jersey's conduct regulating
reason. Consequently, it would seem that New Jersey has a signifi-
cant interest in the application of its common law to our version of
Coons. Since neither Indiana nor Pennsylvania has a significant in-
terest in the application of its local law to the case, the court
should apply New Jersey's common law and deny defendant's mo-
tion for summary judgment.
But wait. Isn't that the very result that would have been
achieved had the court accepted plaintiff's assertion that Miller v.
Gay controlled the choice-of-law issue in our spinoff of Coons?
And wouldn't that result have been accomplished more quickly
and easily had the court accepted Miller's Restatement approach
and simply applied lex loci delicti? Yes to both questions. Does
that mean that the Restatement approach would have been prefer-
able? I think not.
Miller found the Restatement approach easy to apply and pro-
126. Id. at 524-25, 263 A.2d at 136.
127. Id. at 514, 263 A.2d at 130.
128. Id. at 515, 263 A.2d at 131.
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ductive of uniform results. Of course, lex loci delicti is easy to ap-
ply, and, in our version of Coons, would have produced the same
result ultimately achieved through our use of interest analysis, ap-
plication of New Jersey's common law. Under interest analysis,
however, that result was achieved because of the recognition that
the New Jersey Supreme Court had identified a conduct regulating
reason for that state's law and our conclusion that that reason con-
verted into a significant interest on the part of New Jersey in hav-
ing its law applied. Absent that somewhat unusual reason for New
Jersey's law, our version of Coons would have produced a negative
standoff. It is possible and perhaps even likely that a court ac-
cepting section 146's bias toward lex loci delicti would have been
unaware of New Jersey's conduct regulating reason and the fact
that, absent that reason, the case would have produced a negative
standoff. It seems to me that a court's awareness of the reasons for
achieving a particular result may be as important as the result
achieved. Awareness and explication of those reasons make the
court's opinion considerably more persuasive and more readily
utilizable in subsequent cases. It isn't simply coincidental that the
Pfau court's use of interest analysis was helpful in our application
of interest analysis; it was Pfau that identified the conduct regulat-
ing reason for New Jersey's law. As for uniformity, Miller pro-
duced a result similar to the result a Delaware court would have
achieved only because of Delaware's retention of lex loci delicti.
To suggest that Delaware's retention of lex loci delicti and the re-
sult Delaware would achieve thereby should become the paradigm
for a Pennsylvania court overlooks the fact that the Pennsylvania
court has rejected lex loci delicti. In our spinoff of Coons, the
court, examining the opinions of the New Jersey court, found that
that court had rejected lex loci delicti and embraced interest anal-
ysis. Consequently, it was not readily apparent that the New
Jersey court would have applied New Jersey law. That easy mode
of achieving uniformity was lacking. Yet the result we achieved
through interest analysis in our version of Coons, application of
New Jersey law, may well be the same result that would be
achieved by a New Jersey court using interest analysis. And, after
our resolution of the spinoff of Coons, a New Jersey court, con-
fronted with a similar case, would have the benefit of our use of
interest analysis, including our identification of the reasons under-
lying the local laws of Indiana and Pennsylvania. That kind of uni-
formity, achieved by reasoned examination of the interests of the
potentially interested states, seems to be more laudable and desira-
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ble than the uniformity achieved in Miller through section 146's
reversion to and Delaware's retention of lex loci delicti.
Let's try another case, this one a contract action. In Bushkin
Associates, Inc. v. Raytheon Co.,129 plaintiff, a New York finder,
sued defendant, a Massachusetts corporation, to recover an
$8,000,000 finder's fee. Plaintiff alleged that an oral agreement had
been achieved in a telephone conversation between plaintiff,
speaking in New York, and defendant's officer, speaking in Massa-
chusetts, under the terms of which plaintiff would receive a one
percent finder's fee for services rendered in connection with de-
fendant's acquisition of Beech Aircraft Corporation. Subsequently,
defendant informed plaintiff that defendant was not interested in
such an acquisition. Defendant then retained another finder which
facilitated defendant's acquisition of Beech for $800,000,000. The
diversity action was brought in federal district court in Massachu-
setts.130 Defendant moved for summary judgment, asserting the
applicability of New York's statute of frauds which required that
finders' agreements be in writing.' 3 ' Plaintiff resisted the motion,
arguing that the Massachusetts statute of frauds, not applicable to
such agreements,' 3 2 should govern. The district court granted de-
fendant's motion and plaintiff appealed. The First Circuit certified
the issue to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.'3 3 That
court decided, in this contract action, "[als with our tort cases,...
not to tie Massachusetts conflicts law to any specific choice-of-law
doctrine, but [to] seek instead a functional choice-of-law approach
that responds to the interests of the parties, the States involved,
and the interstate system as a whole."'' That eclectic approach
borrowed from the Restatement Second,'3 5 Professor Robert A. Le-
flar's choice-influencing considerations,' 6 and the rule of valida-
129. 393 Mass. 622, 473 N.E.2d 662 (1985).
130. Id. at -, 473 N.E.2d at 664-66.
131. N.Y. GEN. OBLIG. LAW § 5-701 (10) (McKinney 1978).
132. MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 259, § 1 (Law. Co-op. 1980). After the alleged oral agree-
ment in Bushkin had been entered into, the Massachusetts statute of frauds was amended
and made applicable to such finders' contracts. MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 259, § 7 (Law. Co-op
Cum. Supp. 1987). "That [amended] statute ha[d] no direct application to [Bushkin]." 393
Mass. at 634, n.8, 473 N.E.2d at 670, n.8.
133. 393 Mass. at -, 473 N.E.2d at 664.
134. Id. at 631, 473 N.E.2d at 668.
135. Id. at 632, 473 N.E.2d at 669. Subsequently, the court indicated that Bushkin
had adopted the general principles of the Restatement Second. Travenol Laboratories, Inc.
v. Zotal, Ltd., 394 Mass. 95, 474 N.E.2d 1070 (1985).
136. Buskin Assocs., Inc. v. Raytheon Co., 393 Mass. 622, 634, 473 N.E.2d 662, 670
(1985).
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tion, generated by "the justified expectations of the parties." '
Those considerations led the court to conclude that "the law of
Massachusetts should determine the issue of the validity of the al-
leged oral agreement between the parties. '1 3
8
The Massachusetts court was fully aware of and considered the
opinion of the New York Court of Appeals in Intercontinental
Planning, Ltd. v. Daystrom, Inc.139 In Daystrom, a New York
finder sued a New Jersey principal on an alleged oral agreement.1 40
There, as in Bushkin, the foreign principal asserted the New York
statute of frauds."" And, as in Bushkin, the finder asserted the
local law of the principal's state (New Jersey) which did not re-
quire such a contract to be in writing. 42 The New York court, us-
ing interest analysis, identified several reasons for that state's law
requiring such agreements to be in writing. One underlying reason
for New York's law was to protect the integrity of the judicial pro-
cess in New York by avoiding "conflicting testimony [as to the ex-
istence of any agreement], with the consequent danger of errone-
ous verdicts. 1 43 Since New York was the forum, that reason
converted into a significant interest on the part of New York in
having its law applied. The second reason identified by the court
was to protect the economic integrity of principals.1 44 To the ex-
tent that the principals thus intended to be protected were those
domiciled in New York, that reason would not have converted
since defendant principal was domiciled in New Jersey. However,
the court offered a related third reason for New York's law requir-
ing a writing: to protect principals wherever domiciled, thereby en-
couraging principals to use New York finders.1 45 That reason recog-
137. Id. at 635, 473 N.E.2d at 670.
138. Id. at 636, 473 N.E.2d at 671.
139. 24 N.Y.2d 372, 248 N.E.2d 576, 300 N.Y.S.2d 817 (1969).
140. Id. at 375-78, 248 N.E.2d at 578-79, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 819-821.
141. Id. at 376, 248 N.E.2d at 577, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 819.
142. Id. at 380, 248 N.E.2d at 580, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 823. In support of this assertion,
the Daystrom court stated: "Our research indicates that New Jersey's Statute of Frauds
does not apply to finder's fee agreements pertaining to the sale of businesses. (Cf. N.J. Stat.
Ann. 25:1-5, 25:1-9; Tanner Assoc. Inc. v. Ciraldo, 33 N.J. 51, 161 A.2d 725; Fontana v.
Polish Nat. Alliance of Brooklyn, 130 N.J.L. 503, 33 A.2d 844, 148 A.L.R. 672)." Id.
143. Id. at 383, 248 N.E.2d at 582, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 826 (quoting from Report of N.Y.
Law Rev. Comm. 615 (N.Y. Legis. Doc. 65 1949)).
144. Id. "It follows from the purpose of the statute that one of the policies embraced
by this provision is to protect the principals in the sale of a business interest from the type
of claim being asserted here-a claim for a $2,780,000 finder's fee not supported by the
written evidence." Id.
145. Id. "This policy would include foreign principals who utilize New York brokers or
finders because of the nature of the brokerage business as it is conducted here. It is common
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nized that New York enjoyed the "position [of] an international
clearing house and market place," 1 6 and was intended to en-
courage full utilization of that advantageous position. Since the
finder was domiciled in New York, that third reason for New York
law converted. Clearly, New York had significant interests in the
application of its law requiring such an agreement to be in writing.
New Jersey's law which did not require a writing apparently ex-
isted to facilitate recovery by finders domiciled in that state.1
4 7
Since plaintiff finder was domiciled in New York, not New Jersey,
that reason did not convert. Therefore, New Jersey had no signifi-
cant interest in the application of its law. The case presented a
false conflict. To the extent that New Jersey had a minimal inter-
est in the litigation, based on the principal's domicile there, that
minimal interest would best be served by the application of New
York law requiring a writing and thus protecting the economic in-
tegrity of the New Jersey principal.14 8 Of course, the court applied
New York law.' 9 Not only was that result appropriate, given the
conclusion that the case presented a false conflict, it was the most
nearly perfect result achievable, securing New York's significant
interests in the application of its own law and New Jersey's mini-
mal interest in the litigation.
Bushkin presented a similar factual pattern. The primary dis-
tinction between Daystrom and Bushkin was that, in the former,
the forum was the finder's domicile and, in the latter, the forum
was the principal's domicile. Since the Massachusetts law, like the
New Jersey law in Daystrom, did not require such agreements to
knowledge that New York is a national and international center for the purchase and sale of
businesses and interests therein." Id.
146. Id. at 384, 248 N.E.2d at 583, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 827.
147. Id. at 385, 248 N.E.2d at 584, 300 N.Y.S.2d at 828. "New Jersey has no interest in
having its lack of protection for its residents used to establish their liability in a suit
brought by residents of other jurisdictions. ... Id.
I infer that New Jersey's "lack of protection for its residents" translates into the affirma-
tive reason of facilitating recoveries by New Jersey finders. Cf., Fontana v. Polish Nat'l
Alliance, 130 N.J.L. 503, 33 A.2d 844 (1943) (amendment to statute of frauds permitting real
estate broker to recover commission based on oral agreement reflected in unrepudiated
memo to principal was intended to better position of broker).
148. Because the finder was domiciled in New York, New Jersey had no significant
interest in the application of its law intended to facilitate recoveries by New Jersey finders.
Therefore, recognizing New Jersey's minimal interest in the litigation, protecting the eco-
nomic integrity of the New Jersey principal, generates no internal conflict on the part of
New Jersey. Defendant principal's economic integrity may be protected without frustrating
recovery by a New Jersey finder.
149. Intercontinental Planning, Ltd. v. Daystrom, Inc., 24 N.Y.2d 372, 386, 248 N.E.2d
576, 584, 300 N.Y.S.2d 817, 828 (1969).
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be in writing, that forum law was not aimed at preserving the in-
tegrity of the judicial process in Massachusetts. Also, because New
York was not the forum in Bushkin, the first reason for New
York's law requiring a writing, to protect the integrity of the judi-
cial process in New York, would not convert. The second reason
for New York's law, protecting New York principals, would not
convert in Bushkin for the same reason it did not convert in Days-
trom: the principal was not domiciled in New York. The third rea-
son for New York's law, protecting principals wherever domiciled,
thus encouraging such principals to utilize New York finders,
would convert in Bushkin, just as it did in Daystrom, into a signifi-
cant interest on the part of New York in having its law applied.
Assuming that the Massachusetts law, like the New Jersey law in
Daystrom, existed to facilitate recoveries by domiciled finders, that
reason would not convert into a significant interest on the part of
Massachusetts in having its law applied for the same reason New
Jersey's reason did not convert in Daystrom: the finder was domi-
ciled in New York. Bushkin would seem to present the same con-
clusion as Daystrom had: New York, the finder's domicile and de-
sirous of exploiting its position as an international clearing house,
would have a significant interest in the application of its law re-
quiring a writing; and Massachusetts, the principal's domicile,
would have no significant interest in the application of its law not
requiring a writing. Another false conflict. Moreover, as the princi-
pal's domicile, Massachusetts would have a minimal interest in the
litigation, protecting its principal's economic integrity, best served
by the application of New York's law.1 50 Apparently, in Bushkin,
as in Daystrom, application of New York law would be the most
nearly perfect result obtainable.
Then why the different result in Bushkin? Why did the Massa-
chusetts court wind up applying Massachusetts law? The basic an-
swer to that question, of course, was the Massachusetts court's de-
cision not to utilize "any specific choice-of-law doctrine" '
(interest analysis, for instance). Had the Massachusetts court uti-
150. Because the finder was domiciled in New York, Massachusetts had no significant
interest in the application of its law intended to facilitate recoveries by Massachusetts find-
ers. Consequently, recognizing Massachusetts' minimal interest in the litigation, protecting
the economic integrity of the Massachusetts principal, generates no internal conflict on the
part of Massachusetts. Defendant principal's economic integrity may be protected without
precluding recovery by a Massachusetts finder.
151. Bushkin Assocs., Inc. v. Raytheon Co., 393 Mass. 622, 631, 473 N.E.2d 662, 668
(1985).
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lized interest analysis, that approach, coupled with the court's
awareness of Daystrom, probably would have led to the same re-
sult: application of New York law. That uniformity of result would
seem to be desirable. It would not have been the random result of
the other state's (New York's) retention of lex loci contractus.
Rather, it would have been a uniformity born of: (1) New York's
application of interest analysis; (2) its conclusion that the finder's
domicile, having a statute of frauds applicable to such contracts
and a desire to encourage principals to utilize its finders, had a
significant interest in the application of its law; (3) its conclusion
that the principal's domicile, having a statute of frauds inapplica-
ble to such contracts, had no significant interest in the application
of its law; (4) its conclusion that, therefore, the case presented a
false conflict, indicating that New York's law should be applied;
and (5) that the application of New York's law would serve the
minimal interest in the litigation of the principal's domicile. Of
course, the Massachusetts court would have been free to identify
some reason for its local law, not requiring a writing, other than or
in addition to the reason the New York court imputed to New
Jersey's law in Daystrom. If that additional reason for the Massa-
chusetts law converted into a significant interest on the part of
Massachusetts in having its law applied, the Massachusetts court
would have been confronted with a true conflict, both New York
and Massachusetts having significant interests in the application of
their conflicting laws. Even then, the Massachusetts court, desirous
of achieving or at least not unduly frustrating uniformity of result,
could take that consideration into account and, as a result, con-
clude that New York's interest in the application of its law was
more significant than the Massachusetts interest in the application
of its law. Ultimately, however, the Massachusetts court, con-
fronted with such a true conflict, could conclude that, notwith-
standing its desire for uniformity, its interest was so clearly supe-
rior to that of New York that Massachusetts law should be applied
even at the cost of achieving a result different from that achieved
by New York in Daystrom. The fact that New York used interest
analysis in Daystrom, complemented by the hypothetical use of in-
terest analysis by Massachusetts in Bushkin, would have permitted
the Massachusetts court to utilize the Daystrom opinion (clearly
enunciating the reasons underlying New York's law and their con-
vertibility). The Massachusetts court could then have made a pre-
cise determination of Massachusetts' interests, if any, and ulti-
mately could have weighed any such Massachusetts interest
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against the New York interest and the Massachusetts court's de-
sire for uniformity. Instead, the eclectic approach in fact employed
by the Massachusetts court in Bushkin led the court to conclude
that "uniformity of result . . . point[s] toward neither Massachu-
setts nor New York."' 52 What ultimately led the Bushkin court to
the application of Massachusetts law was the court's conclusion
that "the justified expectations of the parties . . . militates for
Massachusetts law." 53 Those "justified expectations" led the court
to the rule of validation and Massachusetts law. How the New
York finder, domiciled in a state requiring such contracts to be in
writing and whose highest appellate court had applied that law in
Daystrom, could have had a justified expectation that no writing
would be required to enforce the alleged oral contract for an
$8,000,000 finder's fee, is not readily apparent.
What would have happened had the Bushkin court employed
the Restatement approach in resolving the choice-of-law problem
in this contract action? The "Choice-of-Law Principles" of Re-
statement Second, section 6, already discussed in connection with
the tort cases earlier considered, would remain the same. But in
this contract action sections 145 and 146 would be supplanted by
sections 141, 187, and 188. Section 141 provides:
Whether a contract must be in writing, or evidenced by a writing, in order
to be enforceable is determined by the law selected by application of the
rules of §§ 187-188.111
Section 187 deals with the efficacy of a choice of law made by
the parties. 15 5 Bushkin presented no such designation of law by the
parties. Section 188 reads as follows:
Law Governing in Absence of Effective Choice by the Parties
(1) The rights and duties of the parties with respect to an issue in contract
are determined by the local law of the state which, with respect to that
issue, has the most significant relationship to the transaction and the par-
ties under the principles stated in § 6.
(2) In the absence of an effective choice of law by the parties (see § 187), the
contacts to be taken into account in applying the principles of § 6 to deter-
mine the law applicable to an issue include:
(a) the place of contracting,
(b)the place of negotiation of the contract,
(c)the place of performance,
152. Id. at 635, 473 N.E.2d at 670.
153. Id. at 635, 473 N.E.2d at 670-71.
154. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 141.
155. Id. § 187.
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(d)the location of the subject matter of the contract, and
(e)the domicil, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of
business of the parties.
These contacts are to be evaluated according to their relative importance
with respect to the particular issue.
(3) If the place of negotiating the contract and the place of performance are
in the same state, the local law of this state will usually be applied, except
as otherwise provided in §§ 189-199 and 203."5
Section 199 reads:
Requirements of a Writing-Formalities
(1) The formalities required to make a valid contract are determined by the
law selected by application of the rules of §§ 187-188.
(2) Formalities which meet the requirements of the place where the parties
execute the contract will usually be acceptable.
5 7
Comment b. to section 199, headed Scope of section, provides in
part:
The rule of this Section applies to such questions as whether a contract
must be in writing, or evidenced by a writing, in order to be valid and en-
forceable . . .18
Comment c., headed Rationale, reads in part:
Usually, a contract will be upheld with respect to formalities if it complies
with the requirements of the state where it was executed. To the extent that
they thought about the matter at all, the parties would undoubtedly try to
comply with the requirements of this state and would expect that the con-
tract would be held valid with respect to formalities if the requirements of
this state had been complied with. Upholding the contract with respect to
formalities under such circumstances is supported by the choice-of-law pol-
icy favoring protection of the justified expectations of the parties.'69
And now I must beg the reader's pardon for and indulgence in
quoting the following lengthy second paragraph of the Rationale to
section 199:
156. Id. § 188. Section 189 deals with "Contracts for the Transfer of Interests in
Land." Id. § 189. Section 190 deals with " Contractual Duties Arising from Transfer of
Interests in
Land." Id. § 190. Section 191 deals with "Contracts to Sell Interests in Chattel." Id. § 191.
Section 192 deals with "Life Insurance Contracts." Id. § 192. Section 193 deals with "Con-
tracts of Fire, Surety or Casualty Insurance." Id. § 193. Section 194 deals with "Contracts of
Suretyship." Id. § 194. Section 195 deals with "Contracts for the Repayment of Money
Lent." Id. § 195. Section 196 deals with "Contracts for the Rendition of Services." Id. § 196.
Section 197 deals with "Contracts of Transportation." Id. § 197. Section 198 deals with
"Capacity to Contract." Id. § 198. Section 203 deals with "Usury." Id. § 203.
157. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 199.
158. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 199 comment b.
159. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 199 comment c.
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It must be remembered, however, that, to some extent at least, rules re-
lating to formalities are designed for the protection of the parties. Some-
times such rules embody strong policies, such as when they are part of spe-
cial regulatory legislation, as statutes regulating the form of contracts to
make a will or designed for the protection of a particular class, as consum-
ers, laborers or debtors. Situations will arise where a contract valid with
respect to formalities under the local law of the state of execution will nev-
ertheless be held invalid by application of the local law of some other state
which, with respect to the particular issue, is the state of most significant
relationship under the choice-of-law principles set forth in § 6. Such an
eventuality is particularly likely to occur in the rare situation where the
place of execution is fortuitous and bears no real relation to the transaction
and the parties.6 0
How would the Bushkin court, confronted with all of that, have
reacted?
I imagine that, after reading all of sections 6, 141, 187, 188, 189-
199, and 203, the court would have glommed onto section 199
which, after all, does seem to relate directly to the choice-of-law
problem before the court. Moreover, section 199(2) holds out the
promise of providing a quick and easy solution (remember section
6 specifically alludes to "ease in the determination. . . of the law
to be applied")16' to the problem: apply the law of the place of
execution if that state's law would be satisfied. Where was the
place of execution of the alleged oral agreement entered into by
phone with plaintiff in New York and defendant's officer in Massa-
chusetts? Plaintiff alleged that "the contract was made in Massa-
chusetts"' 162 and, "for summary judgment purposes,"' 63 the court
felt compelled to "accept [that] assertion.""' Since Massachusetts
law did not require the agreement to be in writing, the alleged oral
agreement would have met the requirements of that law. Under
section 199(2), in those circumstances "the contract will usually be
acceptable.' 65 What could be easier; simply apply Massachusetts
law and hold the alleged oral agreement valid and enforceable.
Section 199(2) provides, however, that "the contract will usually
be acceptable.' 6 6 What are the exceptions to that usual result?
That lengthy second paragraph of the Rationale to section 199
160. Id.
161. Id. § 6(2)(g).
162. Bushkin Assocs., Inc. v. Raytheon Co., 393 Mass. 622, 631, 473 N.E.2d 662, 668
(1985).
163. Id.
164. Id.
165. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 199(2).
166. Id. (emphasis added).
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sets forth some of those exceptions. If the rules requiring a writing
"embody strong policies, such as when they are part of special reg-
ulatory legislation, or statutes regulating the form of contracts to
make a will or designed for the protection of a particular class, as
consumers, laborers, or debtors,"1 an exception may exist. Does
Bushkin involve such an exception? New York's statute of frauds,
applicable to finders' contracts, would hardly constitute "special
regulatory legislation." ' 8 If it did, statutes of frauds generally
would constitute an exception to the usual rule and the exception
would consume the rule. Moreover, the situation in Bushkin is dis-
tinguishable from "contracts to make a will,"' 9 in which case the
now deceased party to be charged isn't available to contradict
plaintiff's testimony, and from "the protection of a particular class,
as consumers, laborers, or debtors, ' 170 in which case the party to
be charged may be particularly vulnerable to overreaching. How
about the next two sentences of that paragraph of the Rationale?
They provide that:
Situations will arise where a contract valid with respect to formalities under
the local law of the state of execution will nevertheless be held invalid by
application of the local law of some other state which, with respect to the
particular issue, is the state of most significant relationship under the
choice-of-law principles set forth in § 6. Such an eventuality is particularly
likely to occur in the rare situation where the place of execution is fortui-
tous and bears no real relation to the transaction and the parties.171
Did that "rare situation" exist in Bushkin?
I am inclined to think the court would say no, for several rea-
sons. First, the two sentences above quoted follow immediately
those sentences describing "special regulatory legislation," already
found to be inapplicable to Bushkin. The court could conclude
that the following two sentences were intended to be applicable
only to such "special regulatory legislation." Second, even if the
two sentences were read independently of the preceding language,
they would seem inapplicable to Bushkin. The second of the two
sentences indicates that the "rare situation" is "particularly likely
where the place of execution is fortuitous and bears no relation to
the transaction and the parties." ' Although the alleged oral
167. Id. § 199 comment c.
168. Id.
169. Id.
170. Id.
171. Id.
172. Id.
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agreement in Bushkin was the product of an interstate phone con-
versation, each party to the conversation was speaking in his own
domicile or the domicile of his principal. Plaintiff's allegation that
the contract was made in Massachusetts, defendant's domicile, ac-
cepted as true by the court, would under section 199 point to the
local law of Massachusetts. Clearly, Massachusetts has a "real rela-
tion" to the defendant. Third, and finally, if the court were to find
that Bushkin presented that "rare situation," the court would be
referred back to the general principles of section 6. What court re-
ally needs that, especially when section 199 purports to offer an
easy resolution of the choice-of-law problem and section 6 itself
identifies as one of the general principles "ease in the determina-
tion . . . of the law to be applied."1 3 I think it a fair assumption
that, had the Bushkin court utilized the Restatement approach,
the court would have applied section 199 and the Massachusetts
local law not requiring a writing. That assumption is corroborated
to some extent by the fact that the court in reaching that very
conclusion relied in part on the Restatement and complemented
that reliance with the "justified expectations of the parties, 17 4 lan-
guage appearing in the first paragraph of the Rationale to section
199.
As between that Restatement guided conclusion (application of
Massachusetts law), and the conclusion suggested by our utiliza-
tion of interest analysis (application of New York law), which is
preferable? I think the interest analysis result better commends
itself to reason. That result was the product of an identification of
the reasons underlying each state's local law, a determination of
which of those reasons, if any, converted into a significant interest
on the part of each state in having its local law applied, and a con-
clusion (in Daystrom and by implication in Bushkin) that only
New York had a significant interest in the application of its local
law. Given such a false conflict, the application of New York law
would be entirely appropriate. Given the added factor that New
York law served Massachusetts' minimal interest in the litigation,
that result would seem to be the most nearly perfect result achiev-
able. Indeed, in the actual Bushkin opinion, applying Massachu-
setts law, there is no clear indication of any Massachusetts interest
served by that result. Rather, the court's opinion reflects an antag-
onistic reaction to Daystrom and "the Empire State's imperial
173. Id. § 6(2)(g).
174. Id. § 199 comments c.
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reach.' 75 With interest analysis, the Bushkin court would have
been considerably more likely to achieve a result uniform with that
achieved in Daystrom and less likely to be the product of self-gen-
erated judicial antagonism. Ultimately, the Bushkin court relied on
the Restatement approved "justified expectations of the par-
ties,' 76 particularly dubious in light of the finder's domicile in
New York and the New York Court of Appeals decision in Days-
trom, and applied the law of Massachusetts, the place of execution,
consistent with the result suggested by section 199.
Why does the Restatement approach seem to point to the appli-
cation of Massachusetts law in such circumstances? The answer, I
think, is the Restatement's effort to achieve an amalgam of state
interests in the particular issue, concepts of territoriality, and a
specific conflicts law, in this instance lex loci contractus. The re-
sult is inherently awkward. Where the contract was executed may
or may not have a direct bearing on each state's interest in the
application of its local law to resolve the particular issue presented.
Our use of interest analysis indicated that the Massachusetts law
existed to facilitate recoveries by Massachusetts finders. Since the
finder was domiciled in New York, not Massachusetts, that reason
for the Massachusetts law did not convert into a significant inter-
est on the part of Massachusetts in having its law applied. Yet, the
territorial bias reflected in section 199 necessarily implies such an
interest. That emphasis on territorial considerations was not inad-
vertent; it was intended by the drafters of the Restatement Sec-
ond. That intent to commingle the identification of state interests
in the particular issue presented with territorial considerations re-
lated to a variety of facts and circumstances, whether or not ger-
mane to those state interests in the particular issue, sends a mixed
message to the courts. That mixed message is compounded by the
Restatement's apparent urge to impel the courts toward a thinly
disguised retention of mechanical conflicts laws, lex loci delicti in
tort cases and lex loci contractus in contract actions. Often, the
result is a judicial conclusion difficult to support persuasively.
What, then, is the appeal that the Restatement approach holds
for the courts? I think that in essence it is the appeal of numbered
rules. A court confronted with a choice-of-law problem, and espe-
cially a difficult one, understandably yearns for a set of rules that
175. Bushkin Assocs., Inc. v. Raytheon Co., 393 Mass.622, 630, 473 N.E.2d 662, 667
(1985).
176. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 199 comment c.
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ultimately will yield one rule that appears applicable. When those
numbered rules are accompanied by a general principle that aims
for easy resolution of the choice-of-law problem, not only is the
judicial yearning satisfied, but it is satisfied in the least painful
way. Human nature being what it is, most of us find the pre-for-
mulated solution attractive, and that attraction is enhanced enor-
mously if the solution is easily obtainable. Can the same thing be
said of interest analysis? I think not. Minds far more brilliant than
mine have attempted to reduce interest analysis to a set of num-
bered rules and the results have been less than remarkably effica-
cious."' Moreover, interest analysis by its very nature is not calcu-
lated to produce quick and easy results. Two things are required of
a court utilizing interest analysis: the willingness to expend intel-
lectual effort and patience.
The intellectual effort is required to identify the reasons under-
lying each state's local law, to determine which, if any, of those
reasons converts into a significant interest on the part of each state
in having its law applied, to recognize a true conflict and, in such
instances, to determine which state's interest in the application of
its own law is the more significant, to recognize false conflicts, to
recognize negative standoffs and, in such instances, to comprehend
the method of resolution. Patience is required in order to permit
the passage of time during which cases may be resolved by interest
analysis and then to utilize those decided cases to facilitate each of
the intellectual steps required by interest analysis in future cases.
The process of stare decisis usually is one of accretion; it does not
lend itself to artificial acceleration. Those courts willing to expend
the necessary intellectual effort and capable of exercising the re-
quired patience are likely to find that interest analysis produces
choice-of-law results that are persuasively supported and ulti-
mately available to facilitate the process in future cases.
But how about predictability of result? There is a natural and
177. See, e.g., the three mechanical rules suggested for resolving choice-of-law
problems related to guest statutes in Neumeier v. Kuehner, 31 N.Y.2d 121, 286 N.E.2d 454,
335 N.Y.S.2d 64 (1972), and critical comment thereon in Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The
Quest for Perfection and the Frailties of Man, 19 DUQ. L. REV. 207, 216 (1981); and Profes-
sor Russell J. Weintraub's suggested three rules for resolving all choice-of-law problems in
tort actions, R. WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 360 (3d ed. 1986), and
critical comment thereon in Seidelson, Interest Analysis: The Quest for Perfection and the
Frailties of Man, 19 DUQ. L. REV. 207, 208 (1981); and Professor Weintraub's suggested rule
for resolving all choice-of-law problems in product liability cases, R. WEINTRAUB, COMMEN-
TARY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 355 (3d ed. 1986), and critical comment thereon in Seidel-
son, The Choice-of-Law Process in Product Liability Actions, 26 DuQ. L. REv. 559 (1988).
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understandable judicial urge to achieve such predictability and, at
the same time, a concern that interest analysis may be antithetical
to such predictability. I think the desideratum of predictability
must be kept in proper perspective. In a wholly domestic case, one
involving no choice-of-law problems, predictability of result is not
likely to be readily achievable. And that relative absence of pre-
dictability is not due simply to the likelihood of conflicting evi-
dence and, therefore, the possibility of divergent factual conclu-
sions. Even assuming uncontested facts, the result is not likely to
be readily predictable. If it were, far fewer domestic cases would go
to litigation. Plaintiff's counsel is likely to urge the application of
some domestic law, statutory or decisional, that serves the plain-
tiff's cause, and defendant's counsel is likely to argue that that law
is inapplicable to the case. Plaintiff's counsel may argue that the
rationale for that law indicates its applicability; defendant's coun-
sel may challenge that rationale or, accepting it, assert that it is
not applicable to the case. That's the stuff of which wholly domes-
tic litigation is made. Neither counsel would be able to warrant to
his client that the law would or would not be applied to the case.
Until considering and reflecting upon the arguments of counsel,
the court is unlikely to know whether the disputed law is applica-
ble to the case. Obviously, predictability of result is not likely to
achieve a high level even in such wholly domestic cases.
Still, given a choice-of-law problem, isn't counsel's chore of pre-
paring for trial likely to be exacerbated significantly if he cannot
determine even which state's law is likely to be applied? 1
78 Of
course. But that concern is more chimerical than real. Most choice-
of-law problems are susceptible of resolution well prior to trial.
Typically, the choice-of-law problem will be identified by counsel
and imposed on the court by appropriate pleadings, a motion to
dismiss the complaint, a motion to strike an asserted defense, a
motion for judgment on the pleadings, a motion for summary judg-
ment or partial summary judgment, just by way of example. That
178. Maier, Coordination of Laws in a National Federal State: An Analysis of the
Writings of Elliott Evans Cheatham, 26 VAND. L. REV. 209, 255-56 (1973).
To the extent that the attorney is unable to predict from the forum's choice-of-law
rules what local law will be applied in a particular case, the rules fail to satisfy practi-
cal needs that are important to the attorney in all cases. Post-event, pre-trial plan-
ning is just as vital to the legal process as is any other kind of planning. In order to
make the choice-of-law system work effectively, the need for predictability must be
considered in all types of cases and given due consideration in structuring choice-of-
law rules.
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means that counsel are likely to know well before trial which
state's law will be applied and, therefore, to be able to prepare for
trial accordingly. It also means that the court will have the oppor-
tunity to consider the choice-of-law problem, aided by briefs and,
where appropriate, oral argument, without the time pressure of an
ongoing or even imminent trial.
Nor should the concern that interest analysis is antithetical to
predictability be accepted without consideration. We have already
noted that the predictability and even the uniformity of result
sometimes achieved by the Restatement approach may be nothing
more than the fortuitous product of the non-forum state's reten-
tion of lex loci and the Restatement's territorial bias. If, in Miller
v. Gay, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania, using the Restatement
approach, can say that the result achieved, application of Dela-
ware's guest statute, is the same result that a Delaware court
would achieve, it is only because the Delaware court retains lex
loci delicti. In Bushkin, on the other hand, the result achieved by
the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, influenced by the
Restatement approach, was directly opposite from the result
achieved by the New York Court of Appeals in Daystrom, despite
strikingly similar facts and identical local laws. Indeed, had the
Bushkin court utilized interest analysis, it is likely that the court
would have achieved the same result achieved by the New York
court in Daystrom. And, as we have noted, that uniformity of re-
sult, produced by each state's analysis of its own and the other
state's interest in having its law applied, commends itself to reason
far more than a uniformity produced by a combination of the fo-
rum's use of the Restatement approach with its territorial bias and
the other state's retention of lex loci.
Perhaps the ultimate irony of the Restatement approach is its
apparent imposition of an obligation on the court to engage in in-
terest analysis and its subsequent subversion of that analysis. Sec-
tion 6's general principles require the court to be sensitive to its
own policies and the policies of other interested states. Section
145, applicable to tort actions, requires the court to evaluate each
state's contacts "according to their relative importance with re-
spect to the particular issue. ' 179 And section 188, applicable to
contract actions, requires the court to evaluate the contacts listed
therein "according to their relative importance with respect to the
179. RESTATEMENT (SECOND), supra note 2, § 145(2).
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particular issue."1 80 I don't know any way for the court to comply
with those instructions other than to engage in interest analysis.
But then the Restatement imposes on the court the general princi-
ple of achieving "ease in the determination . ..of the law to be
applied,"181 the implication that the contacts listed must have
some significance (sections 145 and 188 and their territorial bias),
and, in tort cases, a general reversion to lex loci delicti (section
146) and, in contract actions involving the formalities required, a
general reversion to lex loci contractus (section 199). To invite the
court to devote the intellectual effort required by interest analysis
only to subvert that process with a territorial bias and a general
reversion to lex loci conflicts rules, presumably simplifying the
choice-of-law process, is to send the court on a fool's errand. If a
court demands simplicity, it probably will retain lex loci rules and
avoid the feckless chore of traveling from section to section
through the Restatement. If a court is willing to devote the intel-
lectual effort necessary to utilize interest analysis, it is hardly
likely to welcome the Restatement's subversion of that process.
Once having utilized interest analysis, the court is likely to prefer
the choice-of-law result thereby indicated to a result achieved by
blurring that rational process with concepts of territoriality and an
urge toward simple conflicts rules. In an effort to be all things to
all courts, the Restatement Second, in my opinion, invites the
courts to accept the worst of both available alternatives. Make
mine interest analysis.
180. Id. § 188(2).
181. Id. § 6(2)(g).
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